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Ihe secret to elegant interior design 
has always been a little restraint.
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Two Steps Forward 94
Stephen Sills and James Huniford’s 
garden is a harmonious blend of 

classicism and 
modernism.
BY ALAN EMMET

Garden Supports 134
Not much has happened to the 
obelisk since the 17th century, 
so we asked several young furniture 
designers for their interpretations.

Green House 136 
We’ve always fantasized about 
bringing the garden inside, so 
we filled a I ludson Valley place 
with tulip-covered curtains, 
butterflies, and even some 
ceramic hens.
BY SUZANNE SLESIN
FIRST PRINCIPLE 93

Their Own Private 
Idaho 156
A mountainside garden arises 
from an ideal partnership between 
landscape architect William Peters, 
his clients, and the land itself.
BY TOM CHRISTOPHER

Just Desert,
Pi.f.ase 104
Connie and Jim 
Binns chucked 
out the exotics 
and brought back, 
the natives.

Seed Peari^ 146
An American jewelry designer 
couldn’t refuse the chance to 
help European friends bring a 
Virginia plantation back to life.
BY KENNETH JAY LANE

Small Enchantments 164
W. Garett ('.arlson’s garden for 
children has as many delightful 
surprises as the pages of an 
old-fashioned storybook.
BY SENGA MORTIMER

The Land Mastiirs 114
A portfolio of designers who are 
remaking the American garden.
BY SABINE ROTHMAN
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Wild Discipline 120
The improvisations of a Patrick Chasse
landscape rest on rock-solid foundations.
BY ELIZABETH POCHODA

112bees do itUp-Island Revelation 126
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amid the frenzy of Martha’s Vineyard.
BY SENGA MORTIMER
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The Mood Of A Room Can Be Dramatically Altered 
Sunlight. And Silhouette® From F^UNTER Douglas.



Nothing can transform 
your world In as 

many ways as Silhouette® 
window shadings. 

The rich sweefD of glorious 
colors. A beautiful 

array of elegant fabrics. 
Even a choice of vane 

sizes. All In a collection so 
extraordinary, nothing 

else comes close.

Silhouette*
S/ieer,
tabric
Front
and

Back

Adiustable 
Fabric Uinps

There's only one Silhouette. 
And it's only from 

Hunter Douglas. 
Call 1-800-22STYLE 

for your free brochure 
and fabric sample, 

and see the magic of 
Silhouette for yourself.

Silhouette. 
For people who know 

the difference.

1-800-22-STYLE

HunterDouglas
WINDOW FASH 0 N S

By Combining Two Basic Elements.

CHANGING THE WORLD, ONE WINDOW AT A TIME.
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READY, SET, GROW From the sport-utility 
vehicle (the gardener’s best friend) to the 

little red wagon, sprinklers, above, and vases 
The 20-Mlnute Gardener > 34: Tools

BY DAN SHAW

PLANTER’S PUNCH We bring new life to house- 
plants, above, and a different perspective 
to several of our favorite new perfumes 

Object Lesson - 4' Sundials

departments
Welcomh l-l Bookcase 66

Yankee-Doodle Dandies 
The observations of America’s 
golden age of garden writers are 
still valuable.
BY STEPHEN ORR

In Season 82 
Clove Struck 
Chester Aaron grows forty 
kind.s of superb garlic.
BY ALISON COOK i

BY DOMINIQUE BROWNING

Home Base. 56
Jewelweed Angela Cummings’s 
garden brings forth roses, bracelets, 
hydrangeas, and necklaces.
BY JANE LANE

Uncorked 86 
Pi NOT Envy California Pinot Noir 
is quickly becoming the wine to beat.
BY JAY MclNERNEY

Dig It 70
Annuals Ascending 
No longer the Muzak of the 
floral world, the humble plants 
undergo a glorious revolution.
BY TOM CHRISTOPHER

COLLEtriTNG 60 
Cub Lust The Farmall Cub has it 
all—a cuddly profile, vintage good looks, 
and seventeen collectible attachments. 
BY TOM CHRISTOPHER

Past Perfect 90 
May 1931 A Connecticut Yankee cul
tivated a watery wilderness.
BY V£R0NIQUE VIENNEW On TJiE Couch 76 

^ Exiled from 
" Eden Fired by 

\ his gardener, one 
« homeowner learned 

a hard lesson.
B0 BY DAVID HALBERSTAM

Home Economics 64 
Special Delivery 
With Calyx & Corolla, 
Ruth Owades has a sec
ond mail-order triumph.
BY LYGEIA GRACE

Sources 170 
Where to buy everything.

& Another Thinc; 176 
Before we go . . .
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Not just because we thought of it, but it's a pretty great idea, don't you think?

Shades that actually operate between the panes of glass in your windows and doors. This

way, they're protected from dust and dirt. And there's no rattling or chance of little hands or

pets getting to them. Plus, to change the style or color, the inside panel is easily removed.

We're rather proud of this innovative Pella* feature. It's just one of countless

ways we can help your home perform and look its best. That's why our customers believe

that anything that carries the Pella name is truly world class. And, who knows, maybe

someday we'll start making sunglasses. To find out more, call I-800-54-PELLA.

VlKWKDTOBtTHKBEST.

www.pelIa.cotn





WELCOME

BUNDLED UP AGAINST THE BITTER DECEMBER COLD, I sct out for a long Walk in the country. 
There are only two smoking chimneys on my lane; all the other houses are closed up until the summer 

season. Thus I am granted silent leave to cut through yards and across pastures, climb over
stone wdls, and find the shortest path to the sea. Along the way I inspect all the gardens,

down, too, for the season. I don’t care what anyone says, dormant gardens
are not, as a rule, beautiful. Yes, there’s the occasional blush of color to
admire—the crimson hue of a peculiar bark, say, or one late bloom
arrested at the tip of agangly stem, the carve of beds in the lawn, brought

London. We were surprised to learn that the buzz among 
European designers was about American gardens. So we 
decided to take a closer look at what we were doi ng right. This, 
of course, is an ongoing inquiry in our pages, month to month. 
But there’s satisfaction, and delight, in the variety in one 
issue—Idaho to Arizona, Malibu to Martha’s Vineyard. Some 
gardeners trace a light impression on the land, some etch a 
bold print, some work in miniature, some with sweeping 
aplomb. All arc finding their voices, with an increasing free
dom of character. There is no one school of American gar
dening; indeed, there are schoolyard squabbles amonggardeners 
about the right and wrong way to hit the ground—as if there 
were such a thing. Our intention is to celebrate the many pos
sible paths we cut through the wilderness. Our gardening is 
patchwork, in the loveliest sense of the thing.

My grandmother in Kentucky used to make dresses for ail her 
grandchildren. I remember she would have me lie down on the 
floor, perfectly still, on brown paper—grocery bags cut open and 
flattened—so that she could trace a partem around my little 

body. I’d watch as she’d transfer the pat
tern to fabric; the scraps would go into a 
quilting bag. Nothing would be thrown 
out; that was unthinkable. My boys and I, g 
and my sisters and brother and cousins, 2 
sleep under quilts patched together over 1 
the years by my grandmother, and her | 
mother, and her daughters. Sometimes I 
finger the tiny squares and imagine the " 
dress or shirt someone wore, someone i I 
knew’ and loved. So it is looking out over | 
our gardens. Not a seed wasted.

into relief by a dusting of frost. But mostly it’s a dismal sight. 
Vines curl and shrivel mid-reach; hostabeds wilt and mound like 
salad left in the bowl overnight; rose stalks wither cronishly, 
nothing left to .soften the thorns. Dozens of little name tags poke 
up out of their earthen beds like tiny tombstones. It takes an act 
of will to imagine what life they once marked. Winter gardens 
are full of ghosts and memories; as T. S. Eliot says in Four Quar
tets, filled with “the hidden laughter of children in the foliage.”

And perhaps that is really the gift of the winter garden. Rather 
than being a delight for the eye, it offers a chance to listen for 
the voices. My garden is a regular chorus, probably in danger of 
becoming a musical comedy. There’s the Lover’s Bed: so-named 
because this is the home of Miss Depressa, a weird, blue-green 
dwarf hysteric who grows along the ground, never touching. 
She’s a fainter She is accompanied by a handsome, sturdy dwarf 
fir who grandly sports one (the only one he’s ever produced) out
size pinecone. There’s Gary’s Wall, named for the friend who 
rolled up his sleeves one day and, in time-honored fanner style, 
spent an afternoon artfully piling rocks. TTiere’s the Guest Bed, 
planted for my favorite houseguests, who 
wanted something curtaining “their” win
dow. Maybe 1 took a minimalist approach 
here; everyone who sees this bed w’ants to 
add something. My neighbor David gener
ously offers stuff left from the thinning of 
his beds, beds his mother helped him put 
in years ago. I accept happily. And Duane, 
an extraordinary gardener, volunteers to 
fill in with specimen cuttings from her 
extensive beds. And so 1 hear the voices of 
all who accompany me as I carve my 
patchwork into this seacoast.

When we began planning this special 
report on the state of American garden
ing, that formidable hothouse of the 
Chelsea Flower Show was In full bloom in

c

I

I

Dominique Browning, editor
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TUFENKIAN
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Dania, fl / 954.925.38S9
TANYA El CO.

Burr Ridge, IL / 630.920.8900 
O. EDMUNDS INTERIORS 
ORIENTAL RUG GALLERY

Cathadr*! p«l« yellow
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Charlotte, NC / 704.845.1300 
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<V■J-'-
I
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Call for a free brochure and 
the dealer nearest you. ( Tuienkian Tibrtwi Carpets protects al of its origi-

nai designs wrth US and International copyrights.

and therein lies 

the charm.

All room designs Prom French Designer
Showhouse by.
Tagros pale taupe. Nancy Cornne
Palmetle cognac: Bardin Paloma
Zagros cocoa: Odile de Schietere
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I Whether it’s a sport-utility vehicle for getting plants home from the nursery
or a little red wagon for hauling peat moss to the perennial border, the right set

5 of wheels is as essential as the right set of tools. No wonder The 20-Minute 
□I Gardener is obsessed with shears, spades, and trowels: Good tools make good sense.

s
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Loading up the Lincoln
Navigator at Poundridge

^ Nurseries in Westchester 
fourth* New York.

fill’erup
Sport-utility vehicles are 
a gardener's best friend

ne expects a Park Avenue decora
tor like Bunny Williams to drive a 
Mercedes-Benz or Range Rover. 

But Williams, whose book On Garden Style 
has just been published bv Simon & Schus
ter, drives a Chevy Suburban. “I used to 
have a Ford Explorer, but it wasn’t big 
enough,” says Williams, who spends a lot 
of time on weekends shopping at nurs
eries. “The Suburban was the biggest thing 
I could find that I could still drive. I even 
had a plywood shelf built for the back so I 
can haul a double tier of plants.”

While a backlash is budding against 
the sport-utility vehicles and light 
trucks that are overtaking American 
roads (and the parking lots of American 
garden centers), these oversized station 
wagons are beloved by people who buy 
and sell plants. “Bigger/j better,” 
says Fred Hicks, former 
president ot the Ameri 
can Nursery & Land
scape Association, 
who runs Hicks 
Nurseries in West- 
bury, New York.
He likes sport-utility 
vehicles because they 
make it easier to load 
flats and potted flow
ers. “With traditional cars, 
you have to lift and lean over, which is bad 

; foryourback. It also increases the chances 
that you’ll damage the plants. With a Ford 
Explorer, rhe plants slide right in.”

Phil Eichler, co-owner of the Urban 
Gardeners in Chicago and Galena, Illinois, 
swears by his Land Rover Discovery. “It’s 
a real sport-utility vehicle. It’s the little 
guy—not the Range Rover,” he says. “It’s 
not so big that you can’t park it in the city, 
but it’s high enough so you can get a lot of

c Not all •port-utility vehicles are trulyWith a pickup truck.
utilitarian. We won’t name names, butthere’s no worry about some of them Just don’t hold ertough

squashing plants, but stuff. Sure, you can fold down the
the absence of a roof backseats for extra cargo space, but if
isn’t necessarily a good you want to take the kids and the dog

thing. “I cringe when I to the garden center, you need some-
see someone drive into my thing really roomy, like the new, luxuri-

nursery in a pickup truck 
without a tarp,” says Richard Berry, co- 
owner of Goodness Grows in Lexington, 
Georgia, which specializes in flowering 
perennials and old-fashioned flowering 
trees. “1 tell them they should know bet
ter. Winds on a highway can destroy 
plants.” And at Petals from the Past, a 
nursery in Jemison, Alabama, which con
centrates on anti(}ue roses and heirloom 
shrubs, covers are mandatory. “I insist 
that everybody bring a tarp,” says owner 
Jason Powell. “Wc never let them leave 
without the back covered, because wc 
can’t insure the plants will survive.”

But whether they use minivans or 
maxi-wagons, gardeners who opt for util
ity vehicles differ from those who drive 

traditional status cars in one major way, 
according to Dick Campbell, 
who runs three nurseries in and

out Lincoln Navigator, Vlfa took It to a 
nursary and filled It to the brim with:

# On* 'Blue Star’ Junipar in a 7" pot 
Two 3" pots of hoathar 
Two 1/2-cublc-foot bags of Jada pabblas 
Two Chmmm9cyparis pfaftmra in 9" pots 
Two rosamary bushas In 6" pots 
Throa small thyma plants 
Ona bay traa
TWo tarra-cotta pots holding 
Ono dwarf balsam fir 
Two largo tarra-ootta pots 
Ono host 
One watoring can 
Ona dwarf whita pIna 
Ona largo azalea In a 10-gallon pot 
Ono medium-size garden fork 
One bundle of bamboo stakes

I
\l

The Chevy Suburban and Plymouth 
Voyager, a minivan, held even more: 
eleven and twelve bags of peat moss, 
raspectivaly, In addition to the above. 
What’s more, all three still had space 
for the kids and the dog.

:iround Lincoln. Nebraska. “'J'hc 
people who drive BM Ws and Lexuses,” 

he says, “have everything delivered.”

House ..^Garden . uakch >998
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Is weeding exercise?POTTING SHED

talk dirty Pruning, mulching, composting, and double-digging can 
be as beneficial as jogging or swimming, according to ^

Jeffrey P. Restuccio’s Fitness: The Dynamic Gardening Way 

(Balance of Nature, S12.95). His suggestions include combining 

lunges and squats with weeding (and even wearing ankle 

weights while gardening); doing chin-ups on a grape arbor, and 

raking in repetitions and sets, as you would with weights. What 

could be better than beautifying your backyard and your body at the same time?

A highlight of the Chicago 
Athenaeum’s recent “Good 
Design" exhibition—an 
annual event established 

^ in 1950 by Charles and 
^ Ray Eames, Eero Saari- 

nen, and Edgar Kauf- 
mann—was the GE
Dura Phone, which 
Ronald Lytel #cart of the matterdesigned for 

Thomson

I ^ Consumer 
Electronics. 

(Like some 
of the other objects 

in the show, it was a 
prototype and is not yet In 
production,) Lytel's goal 
was to make a cordless 
phone that could be treated 
like just another tool in the 
garage or workshop: The 
buttons are large, so it’s 
possible to dial with gloved 
hands; and the rubber 
keypad's continuous 
surface prevents dirt and 
liquids from penetrating 
the unit. When the phone 
hits the market, it will be 
perfect for the potting shed.

etting plants home from the garden cen- a wheelbarrow, which needs to be balanced," he 
ter can be a challenge. Getting them to says. New York interior designer Bunny 
the ri^t beds can be another. “Little red Williams likes old wheelbarrows for weeding 

wagons are invaluable l>ecause they hold a lot of because they’re decorative, though she prefers 
plants, and they are easy to pull around," says wood-sided carts for hauling. “They have great 
Richard Berry of I.exington, Georgia. Dick balance,” Williams says, “and I can pull them 
Campbell, of Lincoln, Nebraska, likes wood myself.”Julie Moir Messervy, a Boston landscape 
carts with bicycle tires, below. “They are easier designer, keeps red wagons for her children but

to use than says wheelbarrows are best on her property.
“They can go up and down hills easily,” she says.

“And they don’t get too full. Garden carts
can get t<x> heavy.

GROW IN THE DARK
apermaking is one of those earthy, get- 
your-hands-diru’ art forms, which helps 
explain how Helen Hiebcrt was inspired to 

create her Potted Lamp (S300). The copper stem 
is planted in a terra-cotta pot, and 
the luminescent shade is 
fashioned from abaca 
paper handmade from a 
non-fruii-bearing banana 
plant found in the Philippines 

An artist based in Brooklyn, New 
York, 1 liebert pierces, layers, weaves, and I 
watermarks her own papers, which she I 
turns into shades for lamps, night-lights, \ 
and lanterns. At an exhibition of her wT>rk \ 
this winter at the Dieu Donne Papermill ^ 
gallery in New York’s Sol lo (212-226-0573),
Potted I^mp proved so popular that Hiebert is 
now developing a smaller, less expensive version. 
Dmg may her business bloom.

Homestead Garden
Carts, $200 to
$295. S68-703-3381

Twelve percent of American households
planted or cared for fruit trees in 1996.

Fruit-tree retail and mail-order sales ||increased nearly 45 percent from 1995 to
1996, from $241 million to $349 million.

J4
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Want her to grow up strong and secure and independent?
Set an example.

Right now, her future is in your hands. But sooner than you can imagine, the 
responsibility will be hers alone. How will she know what to do? By watching you make 
Important decisions. Like the way you take charge of your financial life and craft an 
investment strategy. A Salomon Smith Barney Financial Consultant who understands 
you and your investment objectives is crucial to the process. When you’ve done well for 
yourself, you will have taught your children a valuable lesson. One they'll be sure to 
pass on to the next generation.

Get a head start on making your kids money-smart and economically savvy. 
Call 1-800-EARNS-IT, EXT. 675 for the free brochure, “Empowering the Young Investor” 
or visit our Web site at www.smithbarney.com/yin
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CLICHE ALERT

bamboozled
o give any room a quick hit of Asian attitude, 
trendy New Yorkers are propping fresh-cut 
tropica! bamboo against their walls and on their 
bookshelves. “Bamboo is very popular now," says 

Tom Valdivieso, the manager of Caribbean 
Cuts, a wholesale florist in New York’s 

Flower District, which sells stalks that are 
five to nine feet long. “You see a lot 

of bamboo used in window display 
and set design.” But don’t get attached 

to the look. “The bamboo won’t 
^ stay green," says Valdivieso, who 
lx knows some people paint 

theirs. “It always dries out. 
How long that takes depends 

^1* J moist it was when
k.'cut and how dry the room 

you keep it in is." If you’re 
lucky, the bamboo poles will last as long 
your infatuation with fusion decorating.

rsus Books and PrintsU specializes in scholarly art
books and 19lh-century

architectural and botanical prints.
“These seed packets are a
sideline, basically," says s
Evelyn Kraus, co-owner of
the Manhattan shop
(212-772-8787). She came upon an
untouched cache of color photolithographs made by 
the Card Seed Co. in upstate New York in the 1920s, 
which she sells for S35 each. Kraus is reluctant to call
them folk art. “They are high-end ephemera,” says 
Kraus, who recommends framing them. “They weren’t 
meant to be preserved, but from the vantage point of

d

today we realize how well designed they are,'

watershed design
THE DIRT

Murray Moss knows that people who like Gaetano 

Pesce chairs and Noguchi lamps aren't 

transformed into fuddy-duddy 

Anglophiles when they garden. The 

foldable Dutch watering cans ($26) 

that Moss has added to the vltrines at 
jV B his influential SoHo store (212-226-2190) 

are as hip as they are practical. Made 

of clear or flowered plastic, they can be 

flattened and stored in a drawer.

Thirty-seven percent of American
households participated in

flower gardening in 1996. Flower-
gardening retail sales increased

about 41.7 percent, from $2.11 billion
in 1995 to $2.99 billion in 1996.

r.t*

picture-perfect
isitors understand. No garden ever looks as good today 
as it did last week, or will two weeks hence. While pho
tographs can always document an especially vivid bloom 

or idyllic moment, it would take albums to convey everything 
gardeners feel about their spot of earth. But homc-and-garden 
artists can capture a garden’s elusive spirit. “I make the garden 
look the way the owners feel about it,” says New York’s Jill Gill, 
whose specialty is watercolor-and-ink pictures, right. While most 
gardeners opt to have their plots memorialized during the spring, 
a painting doesn’t have to be realistic. To satisfy one grandiose 
client, Connecticut-based Maureen McCort made a “verv intense” 
painting in which everything was blooming at once. Inspired by

V
tum-of-the-century Viennese architectural drawings, Dora Frost, 
of Bridgehampton, New York, surrounds her main portraits with 
vignettes illustrating a property—special views, prizewinning 
flowers, important sculpture. Says McCort: “They’re as much 
portraits of the family as of the house.” —Shax Riegi.er

sk
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the sweet smell

Cathy Graham; New York interior deco
rator Howard Slatkin; Carolyne Roehm, 
author of A Passion for Flowers; and 
Berkeley floral designer Carrie Glenn— 
for their must-haves. The result is a fantasy 
constructed from great ideas.

In the perfect flower-arranging room, the sink 
is deep enough for a big vase: the floor is 
washed clean with the wave of a hose; and 
flowers stay fresh in a glass-fronted cooler. We 
asked some experts—Wayne Woods, owner 
of the Woods in Los Angeles: floral designer AS ALWAYS

“Summers lease hath all too 
short a date," Shakespeare 
lamented. Not so the bltKims 
that Barbra Scott fashions 
into voluptuous bouquets 
in her Manhattan studio 
(212-691-0277). The former 
clothing designer makes 
arrangements of preserved 
flowers using a technique 
that has been around since 
IwOuisXIV. She places live 
blossoms in barrels of very 
fine sand to sit for five to 
ten days until all of their 
moisture has been extracted. 
Kept in an air-conditioned 
environment during humid 
months, her bouquets main
tain their color and shape 
for up to a year. The flowers 
don’t smell, but that hasn’t 
stopped decorators like 
David Ivaston and Parish- 
Hadley from coming back 
for more. Scott’s motto is 
“The more colors, the bet
ter." She says, “If you are 
going to have an arrange
ment for a year, you want to 
see something different in 
it every time you walk into 
the room.” —kygkia grace

Howard Slatkin Wayne Woods Carrie Glenn Cathy GrahamCarolyne Roehm

□ Garden hose for 
rinsing buckets, filling 
vases, and spraying 
down floors 
B3 Glass-fronted 
cabinets protect 
fragile vases 
ED The center Island's 
41-mch height pro
vides a comfortable 
level for working 
12 Adjustable shelves 
under the table hold 
vases of different sixes

D Large wall mirror for 
a 360-degree view of 
flower arrangements
□ Deep sink with a 
high faucet for large 
vases and for floating 
droopy flowers
B Drawers to keep 
tools, like Kengyu 
scissors, organized 
and accessible
□ Separate drawer 
for florist’s foam, tape, 
and other supplies

12 Gas burner for sear
ing the stems of 
poppies, dahlias, and 
chrysanthemums 
KD Marble counter to 
provide a waterproof 
surface for cutting 
stems and branches 
ESWide doorways 
make it easy to move 
large arrangements 
{□French chandelier 
for an aesthetic work 
space and warm light

• Tiled walls, ceiling, 
and floors are easy 
to clean and with
stand splashing 
water from the hose 
< (Wall hooks for 
hanging up tools, 
baskets, and a broom 
r Traulsen refrigera
tor with transparent 
doors to keep flowers 
cool and fresh 
□ Floor drain to 
prevent puddles

notes from the underground
"Garden notebooks are invaluable" declares House & Garden's 

garden editor, Senga Mortimer, whose favontes are the pocket-sized 

volumes from Smythson of Bond Street. "Whenever I see a plant I like 

in someone’s garden, 1 ask them where they got it and how It per

forms." She always jots down blooming time, too, which is essential 

information. “Notebooks are the best way to record garden lore."

THE DIRT

Thirty-one percent of 
American households had 

indoor houseplants 
in 1996. The average house

hold spent $31 on them.

I
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waterworld FINDERS KEEPERS

prinklers are a gardening basic,” 
declares Bmce Butterfield of 
the National Gardening Associ

ation. “They’re probably the easiest 
method to use and the least expensive 
way to water your garden.”

Although they are often criticized 
for wasting water, sprinklers are still 
the people’s choice—13 million house
holds bought them in 1996. But the 
news is not all bail. Petjple have "got
ten smart about using them,” says 
Butterfield, who recently directed the 
NGAls National Gardening Survey. 
“They are using more mtilch to keep 
moisture in the ground, and they are 
also gardening with more native 
plants,” which demand less water. But 
even if you employ a sprinkler for the 
most environmentally incorrect of 
uses—namely, the front-yard lawn- 
take comfort in knowing you’re not a 
maniac. Says landscape architect Perry 
Guillot, “A well-kept lawn is symbolic 
of how tidy a person’s life can be.”

— LYGEIA GRACE

rock of vases
*" With its shagreen boxes and raku ceramics, 

Donna Karan's home coliection is known for being as 

esotenc as it is elegant. This spring, she offers her 

i usual array of Asian-influenced pieces. But the 
ft surprises are the humble but sensuous vases

■ made from hollowed-out stones found on the New

■ England coast ($55 to $240). While her vases. 

f left, usually demand exotic flora, these vessels

look wonderful filled with ordinary flowers. Rock on.

Tic Ciiic/rcns 1 
Kitctcn Garden

see jane grow
Georgeanne and Ethel Brennan's The Children's 

Kitchen Garden: A Book of Gardening, Cooking, and 

Learning (Ten Speed Press, $16.95) encourages 

children and adults to soil their hands together, 
cultivating herbs and vegetables that they can turn 
into delicacies. Ethel borrowed this multidisciplinary 
approach to food from Berkeley’s East Bay French-American School, where 
she is a teacher. The book includes composting tips, a guide to conducting a 
citrus tasting, and easy recipes (spinach-and-artichoke cake, for example). If 
your children like salsa straight from the jar, imagine how they'll lake to the home
made variety for which they've grown the tomatoes themselves. —JAMIE WAUGH

1/
■ ! ■ Cto, t , ‘ - V i • ■

The Rotary sprinkler by Gilmour, 
S14.99, and Swan Garden Hose, $19.99, 
at Gracious Home, 800>336>7609.

publish or perish
Spacemaker Press preserves great landscape designs for posterity s

andscape architects, according to 
publisherJames (t. Truiove, aren’t like 
regular architects. They are quieter, 

less driven by ego, and seldom possess a flare 
for self-promotion, so few of them are 
famous. Wth Spacemaker Press, Truiove 
hopes to redress that imbalance. He and 
landscape architect Peter Walker have 
created a series of monographs that cele
brate the garden world’s best and brightest. 
T'hough aimed at professionals, many of

these b(M)ks will appeal to amateurs. The 
Rebirth of New York City's Bryant Park 
shows—with sketches, plans, and pho
tographs—how the park evolved from a 
dangerous, open-air drug market into one of 
the most beloved public spaces in Manhat
tan. Another standout is American Designed 
landscapes, a collection of Alan Ward’s evcKa- 
tive black-and-white photographs. The 
series also includes an anthology of Peter 
Walker’s minimalist work and a tome cele
brating the irreverent, sometimes off-the- 
wall installations of Walker's wife, Martha 
Schwartz.

L
I

James Truiove, in his Washington, D.C., 
office, is a publisher with a purpose — DEBORAH NEEDLF.MAN
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THE BUSINESS OF BLISS

made in the shade
How impatiens became America’s favorite annual
1896 Impatiens from East 
Africa arrive in Britain cour
tesy of Dr. John Kirk, a British 
physician and naturalist.

them,” he later says, *^nd 
determined to work on them 
at the eariiest opportunity.”

a Bali subsidiary. Mrs. Carl 
Bail plants some surplus trial 
‘Elfin’ at her home. All sum
mer long, drivers stop 
their cars to inquire about 
the plants’ identity.

which tolerate more direct 
sunlight and are an instant 
hit with consumers.

1956 Bob Riemen, at the Ball 
Seed Company in West 
Chicago, IL, starts breeding 
impatiens to improve quality 
through hybridization. G. Carl 
Ball, chairman of the board, 
finds white impatiens in 
Wisconsin and brings them 
back to West Chicago, where 
they become the parent line 
for ‘Pixie White’ Impatiens.

1943 Claude Hope, an Army 
researcher whose hobby 
is plant taxonomy, arrives in 
Costa Rica and finds that 
impatiens in all colors (except 
white and purple) are ubiqui
tous. “I was charmed by

1969 Ball Seed Catalogue 
introduces ‘Elfin’ Impatiens 
in eight colors.

1995 The National Garden 
Bureau celebrates 1995 as 
the Year of the Impatiens.

1980 Ball Seed Catalogue 
introduces ‘Super Elfin’ impa
tiens, which have better archi
tecture—improved branching 
and thus more flowers.

1997 Commercial growers 
sell 17 million flats of impa
tiens (worth $108 million), 
which makes them the 
number-one bedding plant 
in America. White is the 
most popular (because it 
mixes well with other colors); 
red is the second.

1968 Claude Hope develops 
more floriferous ‘Elfin’ impa
tiens, which he sends to the 
PanAmerican Seed Company,

1989 Ball introduces a new 
class of seed-propagated 
New Guinea impatiens,

doggone!
You can‘a3Rl|} sftubng when 

through a Lillian 

Vernon What
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magnificent obsession
t Crate & Barrel’s flagship store on 
North Michigan Avenue in Chicago, the 
sidewalk gardens outside arc meant to 

lure shoppers inside. “It’s gardening as window 
dressing," says Doug Hoerr, the landscape archi
tect responsible for planting Crate’s four i2-by- 
20-foot plots on the retail strip known as the 
Magnificent Mile. “We try to make it theater.” 

He also tries to make it homey “ I'he gardens 
are supposed to be an extension of the store’s 
holistic approach to living,” he explains. “We 
have to make it look like a personal garden 
that’s been growing for two to three years, with 
the layers of detail you would only find in your 
own yard.” But not necessarily a garden in zone 
5- Last summer, for instance, Hoerr planted 
bamboo and other tropicals, which looked swell

on the sidewalk in August but would never have 
survived a Chicago winter. “Doug works hard at 
creating spectacular spaces," .says Crate & Bar
rel’s founder Gordon Segal. “1 le takes us places 
we’ve never been by putting things in an urban 
setting that you’ve never expected. I le’s not just 
a landscaper; he’s an artist.”

Hoerr’s lush and inventive plantings have 
inspired other merchants along North Michigan 
Avenue to improve their landscaping, too. 
(Burberrys, for one, has hired Hoerr to do its 
plots across the street.) “Stores that used to 
spend three thousand dollars a year are now 
spending twenty thousand,” says Hoerr, who is 
also responsible for the street’s median strips. 
Needless to say, Michigan Avenue has never 
looked more magnificent.
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THE GAME PLAN

Knock rough spots and 
splinters off wooden 
handles with medium- 
coarse (#80 grit) sandpaper.

j V
2

kA

fools for tools Wipe handles with a 
damp cloth, then coat with 
boiled linseed oil. Set in 
a sunny, warm spot to dry.

What do you need to know? You need to know thyself
here is a weekend in early March that Tom tains, is like the difference between driving a Fer- 
always devotes to readying his tools for the rari and driving an old Hconoline van—except 
upcoming gardening season. I le spends that the price differential is measured in tens of 

hours dressing wcxulen handles with linseed oil dollars rather than tens of thousands, 
and sharpening blades and edges, Marty scoffs at Mam’ replies that he cannot perceive anv dif- 
this. He has profxjsed a really insulting Freudian ference in the qualiU’ of the hole made by a plastic 
explanation for'Ibm’s t(X)l fixation, and he always trowel and the qualiU’ of the one made by 'lorn’s 
pointsoutthathe,Mart\', manages to garden with- handmade Down-East numl>er. Anyway, Marty 
out wasting a moment on such maintenance. insists that the best tcxils would not provide him

Ibm agrees that it he had tools like Marty’s, with any lasting benefits, since, on average, he loses 
he wouldn’t maintain them, either. But Tom a garden tool within a day of taking it out of 
has got a lot of money tied 

in his horticultural 
armory. I le will buy only 
the very best (usually by 
mail order: A. M. Leonard 
of Piqua, Ohio, is liis tool 
purveyor of choice; 800- 
^43-8955). Tom’s prun
ing shears are Swiss, his 
spades are Iinglish and 
Dutch, and his trow’el w'as forged in Maine.

Ibm learned during his years as a professional 
gardener that the (|ualirv ot the tool determines 
not only the quality of the work but also the qual
ity of the experience. Really fine tools do cost 
more, but the)’ are better balanced and so are eas
ier to wield and less tiring to use. The handles ht 
your hand better, and this protects against blisters.
What’s more, they’re made from superior steel, so 
a premium tool’s cutting edges are not only easier 
to sharpen but also stay sharp longer.

The difference between gardening with good 
tools and gardening with cheap ones, Ibm main-

To sharpen such tools 
as spades and shovels, 
remove nicks with a 
power drill Fitted with a 
coarse grinding disk. 
Follow the angle of the 
bevel; leave tool's cutting 
edge even and smooth.

the box. I le claims that this

rhe quality of the 
tools determines

r
is intentional. Dropping 
each tool at the site of its 
u.se, Marty explains, ensurc*s 
that no matter where he is 
in the garden, he will always 
have at hand the exact 
implement he needs. Stor
ing tools in the open air 
quickly ruins them, how

ever, so Marty prefers to buy his in bulk, and cheap, 
at the local discount store.

There is a third approach to tools, which Tom 
learned w’hcn he sought counsel on potatoes 
from Nancy Ross, a vegetable virtuoso in Mount 
Kisco, New York. Because it's a long walk from 
her toolshed to her garden, she, like Marty, 
habitually stores her tools/'«the garden. But, like 
Tom, Nancy dem;inds quality .So she buys weather
proof tools made of stainles.s steel. This is a rea
sonable compromise. As such, it appeals to 
neither Tom nor Marty.

— MARTY ASMER ANDTO.M CHRISTOPHER

up

the experience

Finish by stroking down 
and across the cutting 
edge with an eight-inch 
bastard file. Match the 
angle of the manufacturer’s 
bevel. Sharpen fine cut
ting tools, such as knives, 
with a diamond hone.
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POT LUCK A Vintage
maple planter cart, $1,800,
from Blackman-Cruz,
L.A., holds a‘Xanadu’
philodendron. Raymond
Loewy Picnic Blanket rug,
Edward Fields. Inc., NYC.
All plants from Serra Gar
dens and Nagel Nursery,
both in Malibu, CA.

Philodendron, we hardly knew you. Bird s-nest fern, why didn’t we notice you 
before? Could it he that planter you’re wearing? Maybe it’s the lighting or the 
furniture that shows you off to your best advantage. All of a sudden, houseplants, 
we really like your style. This month, we also get literal-minded; since several 
new perfumes are made from flower essences, we turned them into bouquets.

PHOTOGRAPHS BY TODD EBERLE PRODUCED BY PAUL FORTUNE
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VELVET REVOLUTION
A velvet elephant ear
{Kalanchoe beharensis]
in a glazed pot, about $70,
Mordtgan's Nurseries,
L.A., sits on the Sassandra
taboret, $1,125, City
Studio, L.A. Next to It is
Dessin Fournlr’s Eyton
Bergere chair, from
Kneedler-Fauchere, L.A.
The drape is Juiia by
Gregory Evans, from
Randolph & Hein, L.A.;
the rug, Tufenkian’s For
mosa II Brush Sprouts in
tobacco, F. Schumacher.

they’re pretty, they’re sculptural, they come from the earth. So why are we so afraid 
of houscplants when we decorate? Banish the thought of dentists’ offices and fern bars. Remember 
instead those mid-century modernists Ray and ("harles Hames, who made rubber plants look stylish in 
their much photographed living room. It’s all in the presentation, as West Coast editor
Paul Fortune discovered when he paired indoor plants with unusual containers, furniture, and rugs. 
While he used one or two rare plants, including a Polypodium nudum hanging fern from I'iji, most were
38 llnuse^yiiardcn - march 1998
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PLANTING IDEAS Two Dracaena dere/nens/s‘Lemon-Lime’ 
plants, top left, are in ceramic Hourglass planters, $850 each, 
by LaGardo Tackett, from Modern One, L.A. Tim Power’s metat- 
and-glass Chip chair, $250, Modern Living, L.A. Swedish Open 
Weave curtain fabric, Diamond Foam & Fabric, L.A. Vinyl tiles 
called Grand Antique are from Kentile Operating Company, 
Chicago, IL. The jade plant (Crassula argentea), top right, is 
in a glazed porcelain Pa-Kua Basin, $800, from J. F. Chen,
L.A. Ceccotti’s Chambre Close chair, $2,030, Modern Living.

Grasscioth, Donghia, NY. A group of hen and chickens succu
lents (Echevaria elagans), above left, is In a Hortus planter with 
varnished beech legs, $850, through Diva, L.A. Matteo fabric by 
Creation Baumann, Rockville Centre, NY. The fern {Pofypodium 
nudum), above right, hangs in a Bauer Ring Jardinier pot, 
$350, from Wells Antiques, L.A. Wood-and-plastic vintage 
screen, $2,450, from Modernlca, L.A. Umbria handwoven wool 
rug by David Shaw Nicholls, $1,220, from Modern Living. The 
polyurethane Y’s chair by Christophe Pillet, $1,715, at Diva.
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AMERICAN PERFUME DESIGNERS must be Spending quality time in their flower beds, 
because many of the latest fragrances smell like spring gardens. We wondered what 
some new perfumes would look like if we turned their accents into bouquets. A professional 
nose at International Flowers and Fragrances identified the flowers most prominent in 
these scents, and Manhattan florist Renny Reynolds created arrangements to represent 
the essences. Reynold’s bouquet for Origins’s Spring Fever is a miniature rain forest, all
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A Touch of the Orient
La Routi ou The" Collection. Designed by Jacques Luzeau.

Cmnese Red.

SeCTONAl. DESIGNED BY HanS

Kobean Insp-won.
f
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Huntin

happy

white linen breeze

green and spicy. For Clinique’s Happy, he concocted a sunny combination of mimosa 
and orchids. Carolina 1 lerrera’s 212 became an elegant profusion of white nerine and lily 
of the valley. Now our rooms can smell as good as we do. What a breath of fresh air.
IN FULL BLOOM Clockwise from top left: Clinique’s Happy 
smells of mimosa, orchids, amaryllis, and lime. Bowl, $175, 
Simon Pearce, NY. Carolina Herrera’s 212 contains essence 
of nerine, Illy of the valley, and calla lily. Silver vase, $995,

Asprey, NY. Liz Claiborne's LIZSPORT has notes of peony and 
freesla. Bud vase, $45, Calvin Klein, NY. Estee Lauder’s White 
Linen Breeze became a bouquet of cream-colored peonies, 
'Casa Bianca’ lilies, and roses. Delft bowl, $50, Tiffany & Co.
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something
small and elegant
can fill a
large s^ace.

- Satly Sirkin Lewis

FURyrSHlNGS & TEXTILES
(310)659-4910

New York London Los Amffeles Chicago Wasblttglon D.C.
Atlanta Dallasi Damia Denrer itoaslon Portland Salt Lake City
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VENS ABOVE
Thil sundiai armtilary
spher* is made by
O'Brien lronwoi1M|pf

itfa^ilablecast iron. It
for $525 at Tretlif^;^ \ 
Ltd.,IIVC. 212-

Of all garden omaments, none hut the sundial can he said to have fascinated 
both ancient mathematicians and Gertrude Jekyll, that ultimate arbiter ot 
gardening good taste. Sure, there have been advances in time telling since 
sundials were invented. But what can compare with the romance of these 
objects, crafted over the millennia just to capture the sun's daily shadow play?

PRODUCED BY STEPHEN ORRWRITTEN BY INGRID ABRAMOVITCH

PHOTOGRAPHED BY MATTHEW BENSON
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Object lesson
FACES OF TIME
In a digital age, sundials may have lost 
their edge, yet time has not passed them 
by. These timepieces won’t patch into 
your computer, and you can’t take them 
diving at five hundred feet. Sundials work 
in a more organic way, by capturing the 
shadow cast by the sun as it traces its 
diurnal path across the sky. 'this may be 
an antiquated method of time-keeping,

but it is inarguably romantic, so much so 
that sundials have earned a permanent 
place in the garden. As Gertrude Jekyll, 
the English garden designer, decreed at 
the turn of the century, “A sundial is 
always welcome in pleasure ground.” 

Sundials tell solar time, which is not 
the same thing as the time on your watch. 
Because the earth revolves on an axis.

H

OF ALL GARDEN ORNAMENTS, SUNDIALS

longest history . T M E S A YCOME WITH THE high noon—when the sun is directly 
south—occurs at adifferent moment in 
Schenectady than it does in St. Paul. 
That is why time zones were invented: 
you couldn’t run the trains on schedule 
if every village kept solar time.

The earliest sundials, probably devel
oped in ancient Egypt and jMesopotamia, 
were simple, consisting of poles or 
L-shaped bars rigged up as the sundial's 
gnomon, the part that casts the .shadow. 
Over the years, ingenious changes were 
made to the basic form. 'I’here were hor
izontal dials, in which a metal face was 
mounted on a stone pedestal, and armil
lary spheres, with their intersecting rings, 
which were first used as astronomical 
models. Elaborate floral dials made of liv
ing plants were a Victorian specialtv.

Along with beautifully crafted forms, 
sundials also inspired a kind of poetr)' in 
the mottoes that wt;re often inscribed on 
their metal plates. I'hese range from the 
common “1 count only the sunny hours” 
to the less reverent inscription on the 
sundial at Ladew Topiary Gardens in 
Marv’land, attributed to Hilaire Belloc: “I 
am a sundial and I make a botch/ of what 
is done far better by a watch.”

Ibday, sundials are widely available, 
from the inexpensive versions sold at 
garden centers for less than $100 to 
reproductions of antique dials, like the 
replica of a nineteenth-century bronze 
armtilary dial, sold by Kenneth Lynch 
& Sons in Wilton, Connecticut, for 
S460, which both marks the time and 
shows the signs of the zodiac.

STONEHENGE WAS PROBABLY A SUNDIAL

B .A R B A R .A Israel 

Ci A R D E N A N T 1 g U E S [> E A 1. E R . N Y

ON A PEDESTAL Reproduction armillary 
sundial, top, $460, Kenneth Lynch & Sons, 
Wilton, CT. 203-762-8363. The horizontal 
dial, left, ca. 1765, is English Portland 
stone, $7,200, from the Garden Antiquary, 
Cortlandt Manor, NY. 212-757-300B.
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LARSON-JUHL
CUSTOM FRAMES THE BEAUTY OF YOUR HOME

A gi'eat trame does more than beautify the art it surrounds. It touches 
the entire room, adding elegance and personal sH’le. For the best in 
custom frames, ask your framer to see the Larson-Juhl Collection.

SHCWN: “PRADO” FRAME. THROUGH CUSTOM FRAMERS AM) MSIGNERS

ADDING ARTISTRY TO ART 
WARMTH TO LIVING



MANY SUNDIALS
Ift her 1902 hook, Sun-Dials and Roses 

of Yesterday, Brooklyn’s own garden 
uriter Alice Morse Earle suggests these 

guidelines for placing a sundial:

AT THE CROSSING OF TWO PATHS
Framed by low-growing roses

IN FRONT OF A ROW OF TALL PLANTS
But not so tall that they block the sun

IN THE MIDDLE OF A VAST LAWN
For the minimalist look

SEASONS.there’s Something natural A B O U1”

I'UTTING ONE IN THE GARDEN

Sara Schechner Genuth 
Sundial historian. Maryland

IN THE CENTER OF AN HERB GARDEN
"^hat would be more apt than thyme? zontal, should be adjusted for the latitude 

of the place where it will be used. If you 
don’t buy a dial made specifically for your 
location, you can usually adjust the an^e of 
the dial plate so that it will read accurately.

For advice on setting up a sundial, 
contact the North American Sundial 
Society, whose members—they call

More expensive, and highly col
lectible, are the antique dials that turn 
up at auctions or antiques shops. 
Barbara Israel, a dealer in Katonah, 
New York, says early-twentieth-century 
dials from America and Europe may 
go for S2,500 to as high as 84,500; 
eighteenth- and nineteenth-century 
dials, with their elaborately carved 
stone pedestals, sell for up to Si2,000.

Sundials work only if they are set up 
properly (see “Telling Time,” next page). 
And the most common variety, the hori-

A

SOUTHERN EXPOSURE The Aztec-style 
vertical sundial, above, is 19th-century 
Mexican and made of carved stone.
It Is $6,500 from the Garden Antiquary.

AT THE END OF A LONG VIEW
Perhaps framed by rows of pines Housec?Garden ' march 1998
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Object Lesson

TELLING TIME
For a sundial to work, the gnomon 
must point to celestial north, 
making the gnomon parallel to 
the earth’s axis. Every hour, the 
shadow cast by the sun will rotate 
15 degrees, or 360 degrees a day. 
Mike Rogers, president of the 
Wind & Weather catalogue, offers 
this method for setting up a sun
dial; Go out at night and find the 
North Star. Make sure the dial 
plate is level. Direct the pointed 
end of the gnomon toward the 
North Star. This is enough to set up 
an armillary or equatorial dial. Hori
zontal dials must also be adjusted 
for the latitude. Do this by tilting the 
dial with a wedge. For more infor
mation on adjusting a sundial, 
consult Albert E. Waugh's Sundi
als: Their Theory and Consfruc- 
tion, or contact the North Ameri
can Sundial Society, 8 Sachem 
Drive, Glastonbury, CT 06033.

MAKE A POINT A 19th-century French 
Romanesque horizontal dial, above, 
$1,750, at the Garden Antiquary. A detail 
of the bronze gnomon on a 1920s 
sundial, top, $1,200, from Treillage. 
Sources, see back of book.

DIAL SIGNALS: A GLOSSARY OF SUNDIALS

are left open. Some have only a 
semicircular ring as a dial plate. 
FLORAL SUNDIALS Topiary 
dials are made by arranging plants 
in a pattern to form the dial face.

HORIZONTAL DIALS The most 
common of sundials, they have a flat, 
often circular metal plate and a trian
gular gnomon that casts a shadow. 
These dials are usually set on 
pedestals decorated with figures such 
as Father Time assisted by Cupid. 
VERTICAL DIALS The plate, 
similar to that on horizontal dials, 
is mounted on a wall or column.
Most are placed facing south. 
ARMILLARY SPHERES The dial 
is a sphere formed by a series of 
solid rings. A rod, usually an arrow, 
lies parallel to the earth's axis and 
serves as the gnomon. These can 
be adjusted for any latitude. 
EQUATORIAL DIALS Like armil
lary spheres, but on these the rings

themselves “dialers”—trade informa
tion on sundial placement (and plan 
trips to view prime specimens, like the 
equatorial dial designed by Henry 
Moore for Chicago's Adler Planetarium 
& Astronomy Museum). There is also a 
sundial Web site (www.sundials.co.uk) 
run by the British .Sundial ,Societ\'.

Rut as Sara Schechner Genuth, a 
museum curator who specializes in sun
dials, points out, few people ate “persnick
ety about time measurement out among 
the flowers.” For most, it's enough that 
these ornaments arc bcautihil in them
selves, existing, like the plants and flow
ers, in harmony with the sun above,

GREEN GIANT 1B98 topiary sundial, 
Broughton Castio, Oxfordshire, England.
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HOME BASE

Jewelweed
Angela Cummings’s garden brings forth 

roses, bracelets, hydrangeas, and necklaces
BY JANE LANE

designer wears only one piece—a lumi
nous jadeite-and-silver-link necklace 
that reflects each changing hue of light. 
“I’m at the bottom of the heap, because 
I’m just a gardener.”

In her business, however, the fifty- 
four-year-old Cummings is firmly at the 
top. Noted for her chic and sophisti
cated jewelry, Cummings and her 
gemologist husband, Bruce, both 
Tiffany & Co. alumni, formed Angela 
Cummings Inc. in 1983 and developed it

into a multimillion-dollar enterprise. 
But Cummings lives a universe away 
from the white-hot heart of her busi
ness at Fifty-seventh and Fifth. She 
works undisturbed, perched high above 
her house in a snug third-floor tower 
room that is all windows, with delicate 
ceiling beams, packed bookcases, and a 
simple table facing the shadowy south
ern light (unavoidable, explains Cum
mings regretfully, since a stairwell with 
massive oak girders dominates the 
preferable north side). She stores her 
materials in a low Chinese red-lacquer 
chest in one corner of the room and a 
dark Korean wood chest in the other.

She goes into Manhattan only to

NGELA CUM.MINGS IS 

one of those rare garden
ers who shares a friend
ship with her plants, a 
camaraderie with each 

rock and tree, a frank intimacy with 
every contour of the land. Quiet and 
thoughtful, she nods out the living- 
room window of her Greenwich, Con
necticut, house on a winter day to a 
bold copper witch hazel standing watch 
in the burnished grass. “We’re a com
petitive society, and everyone wants 
to be on top of the heap,” C'.ummings 
says, settling into the folds of a tan 
leather sofa. Dressed in an oversized 
loden sweater and trousers, the jewelry

Vi

f

SAY IT WITH FLOWERS Cummings, above 
right, treats her garden as a friend. In her 
studio, above left, a poppy presides over 
jewelry designs and gold inlaid bracelets. t
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clank, dark basements. If 
you refurbish an old liouse 
completely, with new heating 
and everything else, well, 
that’s different, but it's a 
difficult process. Here, I did 
get a mudroom, which I 
wanted, a rug in the base
ment and these buttery, 
smooth maple floorboards.” 
Cummings describes herself 
as very pragmatic. “Fantasy 
does not intrigue me." she 
says, “unless it has to do with 
humor or playing with shapes. 
Design in general is not 
an intellectual pursuit—it’s

FIOME BASE

meet with company president Michele 
Ateyeh or with development director 
Pamela Park Proctor. “I’ve become an 
engineer,” says Proctor, who transmutes 
a dried rose petal or a saguaro cactus 
branch into gold, if Cummings proffers 
such inspiration. “It’s like her love of 
gardening: it all translates and feeds into 
her work.The energy is there, at that 
moment when she sits down to focus.”

Because the garden inspires so many 
of her designs —earrings, bracelets, and 
necklaces in the shapes of sunflowers, 
daisies, hydrangeas, leaves of all sorts, 
spider orchids, even wheat and corn—it 
would be tempting to view Cummings 
as an ethereal type. Nothing could 
be further from reality. Her house, a 
joint venture between architect Allen 
Kolkowitz and her, is the product of her 
desire to “put in a pot ajapanese house, 
a Shaker house, and the town of San 
Gimignano and stir.” That exotic recipe 
produced a sleek, serene, practical 
house with fluid, comfortable spaces 
suited to the needs of a couple who work 
at home, as well as to those of their 
twcive-year-old son, Bruce.

“I never want to live in an old house 
again,” Cummings says emphatically. “I 
love old houses, but I don’t want to 
manage one; the storm windows, the

visual. The more you think 
about it, the less spontaneous 
it becomes. I’m very visual.”

Cummings’s memory of ooc days Gold*and*turquoi$e Jaguar earrings lie 
her five-acre “piece of dirt.” next to a bowl of shells and a turquoise*and>gold 
as she calls it, is photographic necklace, above. Poppy enjoys the garden, below, 
and intensely personal. She 
employs a groundskeeper once a week 
but disdains those who garden via 
proxy—“they don’t know the earth
worms," she scoffs. “The person who 
has that garden isn’t intimately 
involved. I know the stones around

out the perennial beds, and Cummings 
populated them with her favorite 
shrubs and flowers. Taking her cue from 
Japanese gardens, she backs up her 
perennial beds with evergreen shrubs, 
“so they’re not all beat up and gray all 
winter.” .She favors scented flowers and 
shuns dahlias and some annuals, espe
cially marigolds and impatiens. “The 
colors are difficult,” she says, “but 1 use 
them if 1 have to.”

Cummings loves the hcadiness of the 
soil, the secret life and language of 
plants, which she sometimes refers to as 
if they were people. “You just learn to 
accept your piece of property as it is,” 
she explains. “Rather than fighting 
what’s here, I just try to accommo
date everybody.” And, with as much 
facility, ('.ummings can toss overboard 
the encumbrances of a contemporary 
woman’s frantic existence. ‘As you get 
older, you become more .sensible about 
what’s important,” she says. “I know 
I’m stressed out when I go out in the 
garden and 1 'm not happy. There isn’t a 
gardener 1 know who isn’t happy out 
there. There’s no pressure, no money 
to be made off it. I cannot be a per
fectionist out there with a huge gar
den and tour-de-force plantings. Nature 
isn’t perfect.

here. By the pond, there are wild 
grasses and flowers, and the whole place 
is filled with buttercups that grow 
through the benches. Last year, twelve 
baby geese and their parents came as 

our guests, feeling safe in 
that long grass that we 
let grow. Agardcn is like 
your friend who needs a 
lot of care.”

The care part of gar
dening—the spreading 
of fertilizer to repel 
the deer, the pruning, 
and the acute observa
tion so she can deter
mine the prosperity of 
various plants in their 
locations—is what she 
adores. I Icr property has 
a picturesque topogra
phy that she and land
scape architect (Christo
pher Kusske refined 
through some grading 
and drainage improve
ment. Kusske did the 
technical work, laving Jane Lane is a writer and master gardener
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COLLECTING

The Farmall Cub has everything—a cuddly profile, 
vintage good looks, and plenty of collectible attachments

BY TOM CHRISTOPHER

HY DID Francis 
Behrens’s father 
huv a vintage l■'a^m- 
all Cub? “1 think 
he was jealous of 

mine,” the fifteen-year-old confides. Cer
tainly I am. What this father and son own 
is the archetype, the tractor for which 
every gardener secretly lusts.

If nothing else, the Cub offers match
less constancy. From 1947, when the first 
one rolled out of the factory, until 1979, 
the last model year, this machine con
tinued substantially unchanged. You can 
pull an engine out of a ’58 Cub like 
Francis’s, slip it into your ’68, and keep 
working. That, in fact, is precisely what 
countless farmers, nurserymen, and 
weekend gardeners do. Decades after the

manufacturer. International Harvester, 
gave it up. the ('ub still fills a uni(jue role 
as workhorse and status symbol.

Central to the Cub’s appeal is its com
pact size. Designed (according to Fran
cis’s original owner’s manual) to “automate 
the small farm of 40 acres or less.” it is 
rated at around 15 horsepower. A Cub 
slips easily into a garage; it’s the smallest 
machine you can get without lapsing into 
the suburban squalor of the lawn tractor.

For make no mistake: the Cub is the 
real thing. It has the strong, awkward 
beauty of a sharecropper in a Walker 
Evans photograph. For the collector, 
though, the appeal is largely in the acces
sories. When these tractors were new, 
you could order a Cub with any of seven
teen factory-made plows, cultivators.

mowers, or grader blades. This model’s 
popularity and long life prompted other 
companies to turn out a menagerie of 
implements that fit the Cub’s hitch; 
radish pickers, bush hogs, flail mowers, 
and fertilizer spreaders. Besides these, 
there was a host of devices designed to 
run off the Cub’s power takeoff. To the 
farmer, this tractor served as a mobile 
power plant for operating cordwood 
saws and threshing machines.

Iliis gadgetrv seems specially designed 
to appeal to the modern male, and I 
had always assumed that Cub-lust was 
located somewhere on the Y chromo
some. I assumed this until mv mother 
briskly informed me that she had verv 
nearly persuaded herself that she needed 
one, back when we were children. Later.
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When its your allergy, there is no such thing as a small Clergy.

So for your allergies, there’s BIG relief—ZYRTEC® (cetirizine HCI)

tablets. It’s prescription relief BIGGER than allergies.

So don’t just ask your doctor for allergy relief. Ask your doctor

about BIG allergy relief—ZYRTEC. Call U888<BIG-RELIEF for
important information about allergies and ZYRTEC.

As with ail prescription medicatiorrs, side effects
may occur. Always talk to your healthcare provider about any 
medication you may take. When 21YRTEC tablets were studied, 

most side effects were mild to moderate. Dose- or treatment-related 
events included drowsiness (13.7% vs 6.3% for placebo), fatigue 
(5.9% vs 2.6%), and dry mouth (5.0% vs 2.3%). Only one out of 
one hundred patients stopped taking ZYRTEC due to drowsiness.

ItoiIfreeI-----------------

(^Cail l-888-BIG-REUEF^

RELIEF BIGGER THAN YOUR ALLERGIES
Pkase set imponant mformavon about ZYRTEC tabkis and syrup on the fbtoi/nng pageK1997, PfiMf Inc
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the bojistt'ul owner of a ’49 (^ub let slip that it was actually his 
wife who jumped when she saw the ad. Apparently, another 
gender l)arrier (if it ever cxi.stcd) has fallen.

(liven the collectibility of thi,s tractor, a surprising number 
remain working tools. This is in part a by-product of Ameri
can agriculture’s current emphasis on big: big tractors to work 
big fields on horizon-spanning acreages. No American manu
facturer ha.s stepped in to replace the Cub for the one-horse 
farm, the market gardener, and the nurseryman.

But the Cub also offers unbearable longevity. Mike Johnson, 
owner of Summer Hill Nursery in Madison, Connecticut, for 
instance, still uses the ('ub his father bought in 19.47 S^4V 
Mike finds some irony in the fact that he must pay several 
rimes that for any used ('uh he finds now. I le buys them any
way. 1 lis nursery, one of the state’s most prestigious wholesale 
growers of ornamental trees and shrubs, run.s on (iuh.s. ('ur- 
rently, he operates a fleet of twenty-eight.
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TIM., BY THE STANDARDS ofotherantiYjues.Cubsare 
a bargain. Charles Pidacks, owner of Village Power 
I.quipment in Berlin, Ma.ssachusetts, specializes in ser

vicing vintage tractors. One advantage of Cubs, he says, is that 
companies have spmng up to make parts, so cannibalization isn't 
necessary. Pidacks has st)ld Cubs for as little as $1,500, though 
one in gixKl condition, with implements, fetches up to $4,000.

As always, there are bargains. These arc found at eejuipment 
auctions (advertised in rural newsletters such as CowUry Voiks 
New En^himi i'lir/n \K'ck/y, of Reading, VermoiTt). through 
Web sites (try www.farmc(|uipmentguide.com), or by word of 
mouth. Often, though, the best deals arc to he had just bv 
keeping vour eves open.

That’s how, rwovearsago, Trancis Behrens found his. A friend 
of his father met a guv who knew somebodv. Krancis’s father 
helped him pul! the head, regrind the valves, and replace the 
head gasket. Francis sent the body out to be stripped and 
repainted. .Some parts he borrowed from his father s tractor, and 
these, his father insists, will have to be returned, cveniuallv.

In the meantime, though, FVancis is raking his ('.nb to 
county fairs to display its gleaming perfection as representa- 
ti%’c of what farm c<|uipmcnt used to be. z\sk him about his 
motives and he can’t .say why he does it, except rhat there were 
always tractors around when he was little.

In this he puts his finger on a central part of this tractor’s 
appeal. It's an acceptable way for an adult to play dress-up. A 
Cub transforms cutting the lawn or clearing the driveway of 
snow from a tiresome chore into homesteading. A C'ub turns 
your weekend cottage into a farm.

It's all harmless enough, unless you fall prev to addiction. 
There’s always another implement to buy; a cordwood saw 
would surely pay for itself with what you’d save on firewood. 
Kven I'rancis, who still works weekends to pav for his Cul)'s 
paint job. is already contemplating another purchase. Mavbc 
his father will help. They could have j(jint custody. First, 
though, he wants to get a car. At fifteen. Francis is too grown
up to need dress-up. That will come later.
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HOME ECONOMICS

Special Delivery
With Calyx & Corolla, Ruth Owades has a second mail-order triumph

BY LYGEIA GRACE

UTH OWADES cultivates suc
cess. In 1978, she redefined the 
meaning of “green” in the gar
den with Gardener’s Eden, her 
accessories catalogue. At the 

time, few people imagined that there was 
potentially big business in the potting 
shed. Ia?ss than ten years later, Owades 
lound another cash cow when she revo
lutionized the floral business with her 
fresh-flower catalogue, Calyx & Corolla.

The idea for her second company ger
minated after she had made several trips 
to San Francisco’s wholesale flower mar
ket to buy bouquets. While noticing that 
“there was alway-s lots of activity there,” 
she also sensed a new attitude; people 
seemed to think that having flowers at 
home was a reasonable indulgence rather

than a luxury'. Intrigued, she did a bit of 
digging and unearthed “this antiquated 
distribution system,” she says. Flowers 
went “from growers to wholesalers to dis
tributors to retailers to the customer. The 
flower was spending the best days of its 
life in a warehouse or truck.”

Owades knew she could do better by 
cutting out the middlemen. If the grower 
sent flowers directly to the customer, 
they could last ten to twelve days longer. 
The key was forging a relationship with 
growers who were willing to pack their 
flowers in individual arrangements and 
finding a way to ship them overnight— 
which had never been done before. “In 
the beginning,” Owades says with a 
laugh, “when the whole idea came up, 
the response was ‘You must be kidding.

lenacious as honeysuckle, she convinced 
five growers and Federal Express to form 
an alliance with her fledgling company.

Today, Calyx & Corolla works with 
twenty-five growers around the world 
and fills an estimated 300,000 orders a 
year. Orchids (S42 for ii stems) come 
from Singapore, ginger ($47 for 7 stems) 
from Hawaii, and roses ($69 for a 
dozen) from Florida. Because Owades 
places a premium on service, gift cards 
are handwritten, vials of water encase 
individual orchid stems, and little “ice 
pillows” cushion the journey of every 
rose. A company “plant doctor” is on 
call should the flowers languish prema
turely. If they succumb. Calyx & Corolla 
will replace them. As for Owades, it’s 
clear she’s a perennial bloomer.

I
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^nkee-Doodle Dandies
America, not just England, had a Golden Age of garden writers whose 

observations are as valuable and compelling now as they were a century ago
BY STEPHEN ORR

OST READERS of 
garden literature 
think first of Brit
ain’s pantheon— 
Gertrude Jekyll, 

Vita Sackville-West, E. A. Bowles—who 
defined a genre from which readers on 
both sides of the Atlantic have bene
fited. Although the first strictly Amer
ican gardening book was published in 
i8o6, it wasn’t until recently that our 
body of comparable work began to be 
valued. Now, American gardeners are 
recognizing their own voices from the 
past—those from approximately a cen
tury ago, when garden authorities began 
to write for a burgeoning suburban pub
lic eager for advice. The best writings 
of this Golden Age offer not so much

instructional how-tos as the author’s 
own hard-won experience in the gar
den. These books, still informative 
today, are worth seeking out in the orig
inal as beautiful and historical items or, 
more readily, in reprinted editions. 
MRS. WILLIAM STARR DANA (1862-1952) 
How to Know the Wildflowers (1893), 
an immensely popular field guide to 
American wildflowers, organized by 
color and time of bloom, was aimed at 
young ladies who might have needed 
some kind of respectable outdoor exer
cise. Two more books followed: Accord
ing to Season (1894) and How to Know the 
Ferns (1899), 3^ adventure into the 
“cheerful community of the polypody,” 
written under the name Frances 
Theodora Parsons after her remarriage.

ALICE MORSE EARLE (1851-1911) The
first book to focus entirely on the his
tory of American gardens, Old-Time 
Gardens (1901) is an evocative combina
tion of historical fact and sentimental 
folklore. Passages in which Earle dis
tinctively weaves in colonial gardening 
traditions and superstitions make her 
perhaps the most frequently quoted 
American garden writer. Her works 
also include another historical study, 
Sun-Dials and Roses of Yesterday (1902). 
MRS. FRANCIS KING (1864-194B) Called 
the Mother Superior of American 
women gardeners, King, a founder of 
the Garden Club of America, was on an 
almost religious crusade to get the pub
lic to garden. As editor of “The Little 
Garden Series,” which was published in
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the 1920S, she addressed the needs of 
those who gardened in the small plots 
sprouting in the suburbs. She wrote 
about her own Michigan garden in The 
Well-Considered Garden (1915).
HELENA RUTHERFURD ELY (1858-1920) 
In A Womans Hardy Garden (1903), Ely 
spoke plainly to a modern woman who 
might have wanted to do her own gar
dening. Ely’s frank handling of such mun
dane matters as the treatment of manure 
and saving on expenses by the using 
hardy plants made her very popular. 
NELTJE BLANCHAN (1865-1918) As the 
wife of publisher Frank Nelson Dou
bleday, Blanchan had the opportunity 
to publish many books, most on nature 
subjects. Luckily, her practical knowl
edge of gardening and its history made 
her a worthy and readable author. The 
American Flower Garden (1909) exam
ined prevailing schools of design for the 
home gardener.
LOUISE BEEBE WILDER (1876-1938)
Wilder is our most romantic writer. I ler 
vivid stories and plant descriptions are 
unforgettable, especially in The Fragrant 
Path (1932), about scent and memory. 
Colour in My Garden (i9[8) is ctjually 
astute. In one chapter she notes, 
Magenta is the skeleton in the closet of 

nurserymen and ‘rose-colour’ is the 
cloak they use to hide [it].” 
RICHARDSON WRIGHT (1887-1961) The 
former editor of House & Garden is best 
known for the Gardener's Bed-Book (1929), 
in which his humorous, acerbic writing 
runs full throttle. Other works, such as 
the historical The Story of Gardening 
(1934) and The Practical Book of Outdoor 
Flowers are more restrained. 
LESTER ROWNTREE (1879-1979) Depict
ing herself as a “lone, disreputable-look
ing female with no tent,” the unconven
tional Rowntree was a roving pioneer in 
C'alifornia horticulture. After her 
divorce in the ’20s, she adopted her 
maiden name a.s her first and set 
oft —mostly alone and on foot— 
through the High Sierra. These nine- 
month “peregrinations” are detailed in 
Hardy Californians (1936), in which she 
outlines with humor and insight her 
aim to discover new annuals for the 
California garden.
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collector of ancient herbals and an 
expert on herbal crafts, Cdarkson wrote 
such books as Atagic Gardens (1939) and 
Green Enchantment (1940) to “recapture 
the mystery and lure of gardens.” Besides 
their practical appeal, her books have a 
mystical charm that is enhanced by 
chapters like “I lerbs 'I'hat Never Were” 
and “ The Witch’s Ciarden."
ELIZABETH LAWRENCE (1910-1985) 
Relatively unknown in her day, this 
North C’arolina gardener was one of 
our greatest. With her closely observed, 
high literary style, she can make a 
reader almost frantic to own the plants 
she describes. Lawrence writes exquis
itely about the daily details of her small 
suburban yard while introducing a cast 
of far-flung correspondents in A South
ern Garden (1942), The Idttle Bulbs (1957), 
and Gardens in Winter (1961).

Katharine White, Thalassa Cruso, 
1 Icnry Mitchell, Eleanor Perenyi, Allen 
Lacy—the list of great garden writers 
could continue, except that these writers 
possess a modern voice unlike that of 
their predecessors. Besides, there is 
something about an old garden book, an 
indescribable something, that a newer 
one can’t match. The embossed binding 
and the musty libraiy-like smell heighten 
the appreciation of these works as his
torical objects. Bur the best of the more 
recent work is rooted in the past in one 
important way. Rectiunting the theme— 
the identifiable personal experience of 
gardening—these authors remain, as 
Mrs. King put it, “Garden Souls.'
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No longer the Muzak of the floral world, these humble 
plants are undergoing a glorious revolution in the Bronx

BY TOM CHRISTOPHER

OT SO LONG AGO, annuals 
in your garden were a 
sure sign of poor taste. 
Or at least of poor plan
ning. That’s changing, 

though. In the last couple of years, 
annual flowers have emerged as the 
coming thing in garden design. If you 
doubt this, go to the Bronx and ask for 
Michael Ruggiero.

Ruggiero is senior curator at the New 
York Botanical Garden, a sort of hor
ticultural troubleshooter who moves 
from project to project, making things 
happen. Ruggiero knows rare plants. 
He can speak from experience about 
everything from the flora of Newjersey’s 
Pine Barrens to the hybridization of 
orchids. Yet he loves annuals.

Ruggiero can remember when this

was an embarrassing enthusiasm. Peren
nials were what the quality planted. 
Good gardeners resorted to annuals 
only when they needed to plug a gap in 
the perennial bed; or they might use 
them to splash color in a neglected cor
ner. Otherwise, annuals were things you 
set out In whitewashed tractor tires. 
Who even looked at that stuff?

Ruggiero did, and what he saw was 
gardeners having fun. Annuals, he 
maintains, are lighthearted flowers. You 
plant them, and then “if you don’t like

’em, you step on them.” He grinds a 
toe against the floor. “Then you plant 
something else.”

Annuals are a way to express an 
impulse. A perennial border takes two to 
three years to get up and running, but a 
bed or container full of annuals is some
thing you create in an inspired afternoon. 
Then, the next year or even the next 
month, you try something completely 
different. Ruggero, in fact, likes to change 
his annuals with the season, so that he has 
t hree flower gardens every year.

Traditionally, of course, the transience 
of annuals was regarded as a liability. 
Why plant something that had to be 
replaced every year? From a designer’s 
standpoint, though, Ruggiero sees this 
as an advantage. The sense of imper
manence encourages risk-taking. With

LIVE FAST. DIE YOUNG Flowering 
tobacco. Verbena bonariensis, and New 
Zealand flax in the annual border at the 
New York Botanical Garden, top left, and 
the man responsible for It all, Michael 
Ruggiero, with a prize Pennisetum.

&S
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GARDEN STARS Okra
relative Ab^lmoschus
manihot, left, and, above,
castor bean 'Carmencita.'

annuals, a failure is temporary, and successes can be brilliant.
This becomes clear with one’s first visit to the 189-foot- 

long double border of annuals that Ruggiero plants each year 
with the staff and students at the New York Botanical Gar
den. A bold, head-high collage of colors and textures, this 
planting pushes at the limits of botanical definitions. Along 
with the traditional annuals—petunias, ageratum— Ruggiero 
and the students mix in any plant that catches their eyes.

Pennisetum setaceum ‘Rubrum,’ for example, is a perennial 
grass I had admired in Santa Barbara, California, but I had 
been told (smugly) that it wouldn’t overwinter north of USDA 
zone 9. vSo it’s an annual, says Ruggiero, and he punctuates the 
border with its three-fect-high explosion of purple leaves and 
pink-tinged floral spikes.

Castor bean {Ricinits communis), a tropical oil crop, Ruggiero 
includes for its towering stature. ‘Impala,’ his favorite cultivar, 
grows twelve feet tall, bearing dark-green leaves a yard across. 
‘Ruby’ Swiss chard’s scarlet stems have won it a spot here. Car- 
doon {Cynara cardunculus), an Italian relative of the artichoke, 
normally grown for its edible stalks, Ruggiero plants for its six- 
feet-tall tufts of toothed gray-green leaves and its three-inch 
blue blossoms, which look like thistles on steroids. Ruggiero 
also includes herbs among his annuals. Curly-leaved parsley 
may be culinarily second-rate (the flat-leaved Italian kind is 
best for cooking), but it’s superb for window boxes and bas
kets. Currently, he’s building up stock of a variegated calam- 
ondin (x Citrofortunella mitis ‘ Variegata*), a dwarf citrus tree 
with white, gray, and green mottled leaves and white-striped 
fruits that he plans to work in eventually.

Much of what Ruggiero grows are just choicer varieties of the 
usual cast. 1 lere he seeks practicality as well as beauty. I le loves 
petunias, for example, but admits that the older types involve 
lots of labor. Because they tend to blossom only at the stem tips, 
they must be pinched back constantly and forced to branch if 
they are to produce a solid blanket of flowers. In addition, as 
blossoms wither, they must be deadheaded, for as soon as an 
annual sets seed, it stops flowering.

That’s an advantage of the new petunia ‘Purple Wave’: its 
blossoms are sterile and don’t set seed. Verbena bonariensis 
also has no need for deadheading. Its purple-flowered spikes
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Provincetown, Massachusetts, neigh- notes, but it undercuts an annual display 
borhood every summer to photo
graph the same window boxes and plete their whole life cycle in a few
tubs, so that he can study how the own- months, he cautions. Keep in mind,
ers’changing tastes express themselves, too, that annual seedlings from the 
and how the different expressions nursery have grown up with a routine of
change the look of the houses, restau- weekly or even semiweekly fertiliza

tion. Ruggiero works a balanced organic 
According to Ruggiero, success with fertilizer into the soil before planting, 

annual flowers also demands a differ- and feeds again, a month later, when 
ent style of cultivation. Because of 
the prestige that perennials have 
enjoyed, American gardeners believe 
that stocky plants are not only heath- 
ier but also flower best, so you should 
be sparing with water and fertilizer.
This is true of perennials, Ruggiero

Die; IT
Remember that these plants corn-

rise three feet high, and, unlike the con
ventional hybrid garden verbenas 
(“which are actually Glandulariu" Rug
giero notes dismissively), boruriensis 
continues to flower right through the 
summer heat and even past the first 
light frosts of fall.

Often, though, it’s the unexpected 
use of a thoroughly familiar plant that 
Ruggiero finds the most appealing. 
He remembers vividly one Connecti
cut annual bed that was exactly that: a 
huge container fashioned from an old 
four-poster. He returns to the same

rants, and stores.

SHORT STUFF The ground covsr Z/n/t/a 
angustifoUa blooms all summer.

the weather warms up, with a slow- 
release fertilizer such as Osmocote. If 
the plants are flagging by midsummer, 
he cuts them back and feeds them 
yet again. Then, as growth picks up at 
summer’s end, he sprays them with a 
half-strength mixture of water-soluble 
fertilizer. He waters often and deep in 
spring, when the annual seedlings’ root 
systems are small. By September his 
annuals rarely need watering unless a 
drought settles in.

Above all, Ruggiero likes the sense of 
new possibilities that modern annuals 
are bringing. Ageratum, for example, 
used to be only a little, “mousy” edging 
plant. Last summer, though, he grew 
ageratum ‘Blue Horizon,’ a three-foot- 
tall cultivar that doesn’t need deadhead
ing and bloomed until November 20 in 
the Bronx. In addition, this new agera
tum actually makes a good cut flower.

“Now you’ve got cut flowers, middle- 
and back-of-the-border ageratums, ager- 
atums that mix with other annual 
flowers,” he says. In short, there are end
less possibilities. What’s more, if the one 
you select doesn’t please you, step on it. 
Then plant another.
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ON THE COUCH

When he was fired by his gardener, one homeowner 
learned that a rising stock market does not lift all boats

BY DAVID HALBERSTAM

OMK TWENTY-NINE years gardeners, listened to our request wist- 
ago, I became the first fully. He had planted the original gar- 
member of my family den nearly half a century earlier and 
to own a summerhouse, loved our property but felt he was too 
The place I bought was an old to take it on. Another gardener, an 

old, somewhat rickety Quaker meeting- old friend, planted a row of shrubs for 
house on what was then a relatively 
simple island off Massachusetts. 'I'he 
house was sited on an extraordinary 
piece of property—more than an acre 
of land hidden away near the center of 
town. Almost from the start, my 
friends, who knew about things like 
this (1 did not), congratulated me 
on the property, and some of 
them talked expansively 
about the possibility of a 
great garden there.

Over the years, the 
house has become a / 
good deal less 
rickety. My wife,
Jean, has an ex- 
quisite eye in all V 
things. If she, like ■ 
me, is not a gardener, i 
at least she knows 
what a good garden 
should look like. We 
have gradually upgraded 
the property and im
proved the grounds. We 
had, it turned out, a good 
base from which to start.
The place is located on land
fill, the site of the town’s original harbor, 
and plants grow uncommonly well here; 
in addition, the previous owner, a distin
guished portrait painter, had planted a 
lovely boundary of privet and maple and 
Russian olive trees. Some years ago we 
began to look for a gardener.

It was not an easy process. One 
senior gentleman, the doyen of island

was design, but she said she would also 
handle the upkeep. Her ego was not 
inconsiderable, but as New Yorkers 
we were accustomed to that. Soon 
our surroundings had become tlramati- 
cally more handsome, with a heauti- 

us. Soon the shrubs ful triangular English white garden 
died, as behind a rock wall as our showpiece. I 

thought many of the plant choices were 
inspired and original. I'he truth 
is that I had begun to like the 
idea of lovely grounds even 
before she came to work for 
us, and liked it even more as 
the potential of our prop- 

V erty was gradually real- 
|k ized. I might not know 
hA the names of the plants, 

but I understood the 
^ effect of what was 

” / being created, espe- 
} cially on myself 

/ Ifour gardener’s talent
t was self-evident, working 

with her was not always 
easy. Because customers on 

y the island were increasing 
j faster than qualified garden

ers, she was soon in danger of 
being overloaded. vShe kept tak

ing on work, and seemed to show 
a lack of concern for the promised 

maintenance. A few years ago, when 
we arrived for the start of the summer 
and found that nothing had been taken 
care of, I called her and left a message 
expressing our disappointment.

She called back immediately and gave 
my wife a tongue-lashing: she damn 
well did not, she said, need to come 
home from a long, hard day to find a 
message like mine on her machine. In 
truth, knowing that she was tempera
mental, I had made my message quite

did our friendship. Two other garden
ers were quite candid: they already had 
too much work.

In time, we found a talented young 
woman whose vision of our grounds 
was similar to Jean’s. She liked the con
tours of the land and its possibilities. 
She believed in a natural garden, one 
that uses as many indigenous flowers 
and grasses as possible. Her specialty
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ALLEGRAT"
Ossolenadine hydrochloride) Capsules 
60 ms Japanese koi pond where there had 

once been a small natural pond. Over 
the years the pond had become some
thing of a swamp, and we decided to 
create a cement-bottomed pond ringed 
with stones and ornamental grasses. We 
had spent a year in Japan in the ’80s, 
and Jean had noticed how much solace 
I took in sitting beside such ponds, 
dreamily watching the beautiful fish.

From the start, it was clear that our 
gardener did not approve of our fishpond 
man, who is singularly verbal and pas
sionate about koi and their environ
ment. She complained about the clutter 
he created, and about the mounds of 
earth he left behind, which seemed to 
her to spoil the effect of the grounds. 
'I'he word “ugly” was soon being applied 
to the pond, which she regarded as an 
intrusion on her garden.
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mild, but it was decided that in the 
futurejean would deal with her.

Privately, I began to think of her as 
the imperial gardener, someone whose 
vision of what should he done was 
stronger than that of her customers, 
whom, consciously or unconsciously, 
she looked down upon. The question 
that now hovered over our relationship 
was whether we were worthy of her, 
and, in addition, whether we were wor
thy of our own garden.

Here I should note that the unpre
tentious Quaker island I was drawn to 
has changed significantly over the years. 
In some ways people like us, with their 
second houses, are both the cause and 
the beneficiaries of those changes; we 
are part of the new culture even as we 
complain about its coming. Few of us 
grumble that the values of our houses 
have gone up, but we like little else 
about the increased affluence and the 
declining social relationships that are 
by-products of the same phenomenon. 
'I'he line between homeowners and 
workers seems to be more sharply drawn: 
now, far more than in the past, the 
workers arc “them” to us, and we are 
“them” to the workers.

The explosion in building and the 
surge in property values on the island 
have, of course, mirrored comparable 
explosions on Wall Street. A lot of mil
lionaires, many of them very young, have 
been made, and they need to manifest 
their wealth immediately. That affects 
watering holes like ours, for there is 
a demand for new houses—trophy 
houses, as they are now called, trophy 
houses that require trophy gardens.

As I watched the Dow explode in the 
winter of 1996-1997, I had little sense 
that I (or our garden) was in its path. To 
blame everything on Wall Street is, of 
course, unfair. A collision between us 
and our gardener was already in the 
works. It was clear that if what we 
wanted was similar, we had vastly 
different priorities. She was an artist, 
interested in the design and creation of 
a garden; we, naturally enough, were 
equally interested in its maintenance.

I trace the decline and fall of our 
relationship to our decision to build a
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TILL, for a brief time I thought 
things were getting belter 
between the gardener and us. 

The fi,shpond man’s mounds of dirt had 
disappeared. 'I'he gardener appeared 
one day with one of my books and 
asked me to autograph it for a friend, a 
clear sign, I thought, that I’d been for
given for my phone message. I felt 
confident that Jean and I had handled 
our earlier humiliation with consider
able grace. The gardener even brought 
clients by to see what she’d done with 

our property.
We sensed, however, that our place 

seemed to be falling on her list of 
priorities. Obviously, in retrospect, 
we should have realized that the surg
ing Dow of 1996-1997 would have 
significant implications for any home- 
owmer or garden owner on our island. 
During that winter Jean had written 
the gardener, listing the things she 
wanted done for the summer, a rela
tively simple list. 'I'he gardener had 
written back that because she had not 
put her crews together early enough, 
she could not give us any guarantees on 
maintenance.

In April, Jean went up to look at the 
property and found that nothing had 
been done. Fven more ominous, the 
island had never seemed so crowded so 
early in the season. When Jean went 
downtown to talk to her friends, they 
reported that there was a new commercial
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ON THE COUCH

madness in the air. A generation of 
young millionaires had arrived and were 
building huge houses and would pay any 
price tor what they wanted, as long as it 
was done immediately.

Jean called our gardener several times 
to outline what she wanted done before 
we arrived, but there was little in the 
way of response. Nonetheless, when we 
arrived in late June we were stunned to 
find that the grass garden that had once 
been so beautiful had not been weeded 
for two seasons, which meant that it 
was no longer a natural-grass garden but 
a natural-weed patch, The grass had not 
even been cut. Jean called and left mes
sages. h'inally, the gardener called back. 
At first she came perilously close to 
being apologetic, thanking Jean for 
being so patient and pointing out that 
she had taken on many new jobs con
nected to big new houses.

But, said Jean, you were already over
loaded last year—why then take on so 
much new work? What about loyalty to 
the customers who have been with you 
for a number of years? Don't you owe 
them something? Well, no, as it turned 
out, for then the gardener launched into 
a tirade against us, or more particularly 
against our grounds, most specifically the 
fishpond. She had hated our grounds 
since the moment the fishpond had been 
built. She hated the flat rocks that ringed 
the pond and under which the fish hid. 
And just what was the purpf>se of a dear- 
water fishp>ond, anyway? she asked. “To 
see the fish better,”Jean answered. But it 
was not a natural fishpond, the gardener 
said; a natural fishpond was murky. Ours 
was wrong in every way. At which point 
Jean fired her, though perhaps she had 
already fired us. “My God,” said Jean, 
hanging up the phone, “she just blamed 
me for her failure to do her work.”

We are, it should be noted, trying to 
learn from the past: we are determined 
to appreciate the artistic temperament 
in the future, and we hope to learn to 
stay in our place. We intend to be wor
thy of our next gardener.
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David Halberstamj most recent book. 
The Children (Random House), will be 
published this spring.
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IN SEASON

Clove Struck
Chester Aaron grows 40 kinds of garlic, all of them 

superior to the supermarket bulbs we’re used to
BY ALISON COOK

Brown Tempest, Siberian, French Mes- 
sadrone, Transylvanian, RedToch from 
the Republic of Georgia. The uniform 
world of white supermarket garlic—the 
bulk of it from Gilroy, California, the 
famous garlic capital to the south— 
seems far away.

Which is precisely the way Chester 
Aaron wants it. This novelist, a retired 
English professor, ruddy with a farmer’s 
flush and perpetually on the brink of 
some merriment or enthusiasm, has 
dedicated himself to the proposition 
that all garlics are not created equal.

VERYTHING YOU knoW 
about garlic is wrong. 
That discomfiting truth 
creeps up on the visitor 
to Chester Aaron’s four- 

acre hillside kingdom among the red
wood groves and blackberry tangles of 
Sonoma County. Up a dirt lane and 
past Aaron’s snug solar cottage lies a 
garlic-curing shed that looks and smells 
and sounds, with its faint papery 
rustlings, like some improbable wizard’s 
lair. Inside, in ghostly ranks, six thou
sand bulbs of newly harvested garlic 
swing by their pale stalks from the 
rafters. Root-beards dangle as if from 
shrunken heads. Their neat labels read 
like a child’s litany of the unthink
ably strange: Achatami, Inchelium Red,

“People don’t realize that garlic comes 
in many flavors,” he laments, his swoop
ing sait-and-pcpper mustache twitch
ing in disdain at the tyranny of Gilroy 
garlic, which he regards as boring 
andone-dimensionally hot. “I might as 
well eat a habanero chile as order extra 
Gilroy garlic on a pizza,” he grouses. 
The garlic that Aaron prizes can have 
a hot bite, but it dissipates quickly, leav
ing other qualities to be savored. 
Indeed, sampling garlic in his kitchen 
is like walking through a door to a 
more interesting universe, He quickly 
strips off the papery skins, presses 
four to six cloves of various vari
eties into containers of hummus, and 
stands back, smiling, waiting for the 
inevitable thunderbolts of revelation.

THE QARLic LOVER Aaron with some of 
his varieties of garlic. In a souffle or on 
grilled bread, roasted garlic offers the 
sweetness of the bulb, minus the bite.
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IN SEASON
ua

CQ RECIPES

ROASTED GARLIC
Adapted from Charlie Trotter's Vegetables 

Makes cup

4 whole garlic bulbs, tops cut off 
4 cups milk 
V4 cup olive oil 
Salt

HIGH RISE The drama of roasted garlic 
souffle in individual ramekins.

approximately 2 minutes. Whisk in 
the boiling milk until well blended. 
Add the roasted garlic puree, salt, and 
cayenne pepper and continue cooking 
for 1 minute, stirring until the sauce 
thickens. Remove from the heat. Beat 
in one egg yolk at a time until all the 
yolks are incorporated.

To beat the egg whites, place 
them in a dry bowl (preferably an 
unlined copper one) 9 to 10 inches 
in diameter and 5 to 6 inches deep. 
With a heavy balloon whisk, begin 
beating as much air as possible into 
the mixture, turning the bowl so that 
all the egg whites are being whisked. 
When the whites are beginning 
to stiffen, test them by holding up 
the whisk with a dollop of egg white 
on it. If the whites stand up on the 
whisk, they are stiffly beaten, If not, 
continue beating. When the egg 
whites are ready, immediately begin 
folding them into the souffle mixture.

To fold the egg whites into the 
mixture, stir in one large spoonful 
to make the mixture lighter. Then place 
the rest of the egg whites on top of 
the souffle mixture and with a spatula, 
begin cutting through the center, fold
ing in the egg whites. This process 
should take no longer than i minute.

Spoon the mixture into the indi
vidual ramekins, filling them three 
quarters full, Set the tray with the 
ramekins in the middle of the oven 
and immediately turn down the 
heat to 375 degrees. Do not open 
the door during cooking. Cook for 
20 minutes. The souffle should rise 
over the rim by 2 inches, and the top 
should be nicely browned. Remove 
and serve immediately.

Preheat oven to 350 degrees.
Place the garlic in a 2-quart sauce

pan and add the milk. Bring to a boil, 
reduce heat, and simmer, uncovered, 
for 10 minutes. Remove the garlic 
from the milk and discard the milk. 
Stand garlic bulbs on their bases in a 
deep baking pan. Pour the olive oil 
over them, cover with foil, and bake 
for I V2 hours. Remove the garlic 
from the oven, and when the bulbs 
are cool enough to handle, squeeze 
the soft garlic out of the skins. Place 
the garlic in a blender with some of 
the oil it baked in and puree until 
it forms a smooth paste. Season with 
salt. Can be spread on grilled or 
toasted bread or reserved for the 
garlic souffle recipe.

ROASTED GARLIC SOUFFLE
The secret to a successful souffl6 

is the perfect stiffness of the egg whites. 
Makes 6 or more 1 -cup servings

I ITjsp finely grated Parmesan cheese 
3 Tbsp butter 
3 'Hisp flour 
t cup boiling milk
3 ITisp roasted garlic puree 
I tsp salt
Pinch of cayenne pepper
4 egg yolks
5 egg whites
6 or more i-cup ramekins

Anthony
Holden

The ROYAL BIOGRAPHER 
AND FRIEND OF DIANA

In memory of Diana, Princess of Wales, 
Random House will donate half of 
its profits from the sale of this book 
to the Pediatric AIDS Foundation.

Preheat oven to 400 degrees.
Butter six ramekin molds and dust 

with Parmesan cheese. Set aside on a 
baking tray.

Melt 3 tablespoons of butter in a 
2 '/2-quart saucepan. Stir in the flour 
with a spatula and cook over low heat 
until butter and flour begin to foam.
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UNCORKED

With vintner Helen Turley setting the standard, 
California Pinot Noir is quickly becoming the wine to beat

BY JAY MclNERNEY

I IKE Thackeray’s Becky Sharp 
or Marlene Dietrich in The Blue 
Angel, Pinot Noir has a way of 
making its admirers look foolish, 
and I have recently come to regret 

some generalizations I made about Cal
ifornia Pinot Noir in this column last 
year in the course of praising Oregon’s 
’94 vintage. While most of Napa is too 
warm for Pinot, there are regions of Cal
ifornia that seem to be proving them
selves ideal: the foggy valleys of the 
central coast; Carneros; and western 
Sonoma. Although the notion of consis
tently excellent Pinot Noir has always 
seemed practically oxymoronic, like the 
concept of “safe sex,” the Russian River 
Valley and the adjacent Sonoma Coast 
region are turning out excellent Pinots

with greater regularity than the climati
cally temperamental Willamette Valley 
or the Cote d’Or.

At a restaurant a few nights ago, an 
epicurean English actor of my acquain
tance was shocked to discover how 
much he preferred two Sonoma Pinots 
to a 1994 Dominique Ivaurent premier 
cru from Nuits Saint Georges. (Laurent 
is the hot, new big-oak kid on the Cote 
d’Or.) The (Californians were ’95 Mar- 
cassin and ’95 Martinelli Reserve, both 
of which bear the stamp of alchemist 
Helen Turley. To be fair, I’d have to admit 
that the Nuits was too damn young, but 
given the continuing condescension of 
some of our friends across the Atlantic 
vis-a-vis American wines, I see no reason 
to be fair. With and without food, the

Sonoma Pinots provided far more inter
est, fruit, and pleasure. And the Mar- 
cassin also showed more finesse. It has 
the knockout power of ripe Califor
nia fruit wrapped in a seamless velvet 
glove. Pinot Noir fanciers often feel they 
have to choose between the puppyishly 
friendly California style and the feline 
reserve of a burgundy, but a wine like this 
makes you believe you can have it all.

Among the Pinot pioneers in western 
Sonoma is the Rochioli family, which has 
beengrowinggrapes in the Russian River 
Valley since 1938; the fruit was sold off 
until 1982, when the family first began to 
produce an estate Pinot Noir. At about 
the same time, neighbors on Westside 
Road started the Williams & Selyem 
Winery, devoted almost entirely to the

i

I
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be like someone who finally sees Rint after 
endlessly hearing ii touted as the best 
musical since West Suit Story.

The Martinelli family has been grow
ing grapes in the Russian River Valley 
since the turn of the century They didn’t 
start bottling Pinot until 1993, when 
wine makers Steve Ryan and Helen 
Turley came aboard. Their 1996 Pinot— 
Ryan’s farewell vintage as cellar mas
ter-will be released in March (Fax: 
707-525-wiNE). Kistler (707-823-5603), 
Dehlinger (707-823-2378), and Rab
bit Ridge (707-431-7128) also bottle 
fine Russian River Pinots. A little to 
the north, Joan and William Smith, of 
W H. Smith, have been producing 
superb Sonoma Pinot Noir since 1992; 
the ’96 vintage of their Sonoma Pinot 
and their Hellenthal Vineyard bottling 
should still be available by the time you 
read this (Fax: 707-965-0324),

In 1985, Helen Turley and her hus
band, John Wetlaufer, bought what 
they believed to be the perfect vineyard 
site on a remote Sonoma Coast ridge, 
some 1,100 feet above sea level. After 
producing some of the most renowned 
Chardonnays and cabernets in Califor
nia (Colgin, Bryant Family, Pahimeyer),

Turley and Wetlaufer could have found 
any number of outside investors for their 
Pinot project. However, not wanting to 
cede control to anyone less maniacally 
devoted to quality, they lived like grad 
students for years while saving their 
earnings to develop the site. Birds ate 
most of the grapes before the first har
vest, in 1995, which in the end yielded 
just a single barrel of Pinot Noir. But the 
few who have tasted it are rapturous. For 
the 1996 vintage, Turley and Wetlaufer 
purchased expensive nets to fend off the 
birds. Remarkably, the wine is even more 
spectacular. As good as the Pinots from 
this region have been in the past, their 
Marcassin may raise the bar.

A large number of these Sonoma 
Pinots are released in the spring. Perhaps 
this is the place to mention that many of 
the best wines in America today—cabs, 
zins, and Chards as well as Pinots—are 
available only via mailing list and that it 
is illegal for private individuals to receive 
wine shipments in most states of the 
Union. Grape nuts outside the states of 
California and Oregon sooner or later 
have to choose between their respect 
for the laws of their state and their 
desire to imbibe the best. Fire up a Cohiba 
and read Thoreau’s “Civil Disobedience” 
while you mull it over. Here’s a tip, 
though: I don’t know any producers who 
ship in boxes that feature the W word.

UNC:ORKED

production of Pinot Noir, including one 
made from Rochioli grapes that is one of 
the most sought-after bottles around. 
Both wineries have developed an almost 
fanatic following over the years, particu
larly for their small-production, single
vineyard Pinots, nearly all of which are 
sold through their mailing lists. Getting 
the top bottlings is a little like getting sea
son tickets for the Knicks, but if you 
put yourself on the mailing list, both 
wineries can usually allocate a few bottles 
of their lesser offerings to you while you 
wait for the people higher on the list to 
die off. (Call Rochioli at 707-433-2305— 
March and October are its release dates; 
Williams & Selyem at 707-433-6425.) At 
the moment, the best way to get some of 
these wines may be to find the select 
restaurants that carry them. My tasting 
experience with both wines is pretty lim
ited, but so far I have been impressed with 
the Burgundian complexity of Rochioli 
and underwhelmed by the lower-caste 
examples of Williams & Selyem—most 
recently by the ’95 Sonoma Coast— 
although I suppose as a late arrival I ma)’
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Mail-order Wine
*95 MARTINELLI RUSSIAN RIVER 
RESERVE PINOT NOIR: A knockout! If Dr. 
Pepper made a Pinot, this might be it. Wild, 
very ripe fruit, which keeps coming in waves. 
The '96 Reserve, which at this early stage 
seems at least as good, won't be released 
until September. About $36. 707-525-0570 
*96 W. H. SMITH HELLENTHAL VINEYARD 
PINOT NOIR: Don't let the lightish color fool 
you; this is a rich, aromatic, and complex 
Pinot, which lingers in the mouth long after 
it's swallowed. $39. 707-963-7611 
*9S ROCHIOLI RUSSIAN RIVER VALLEY 
ESTATE PINOT NOIR: A big, powerful 
woodsy wine, very Nuits Saint George. Worth 
begging and cajoling for. $25. 707-433-2305 
’9S LANDMARK GRAND DETOUR: This 
one definitely belies the notion that Cali
fornia Pinot is unsubtle; It's got sweet, ripe 
fruit, whiffs of smoke, and beaucoup de 
finesse. $30. 707-B33-0053 
•95 LA CREMA SONOMA COAST PINOT 
NOIR: A light and elegant Pinot—a haiku 
about cherries—which might be mistaken for 
a Volnay. Great value. $18. 707-571-1504
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May 1931
On the banks of the Norwalk River, 

a Connecticut Yankee cultivated a watery wilderness
BY VERONIQUE VIENNE

bought and restored a two-hundred- 
year-old gristmill on the Norwalk River 
in Connecticut, he was careful to pre
serve the property’s historic character- 
in both the house below the dam and the 
pond that lay above it. Abandoned for 
decades, the building itself was in ruins, 
but the pond upstream was an unspoiled 
watery enclave in a region that was once 
fishing and hunting ground for the New 
England Algonquian. While painstak- 
in^y rebuilding the mill into a sober but

elegant home, Miller, a dapper urbanite, 
decided to preserve the pristine bird 
sanctuary above the dam as well. Widen
ing and repairing the dam, he turned it 
into his own private wilderness.

The stone footbridge over the mill- 
race leads to a grassy path that follows 
the iris-edged embankment. There, a 
gently floating canoe invites you on a 
silent journey—up north, deep into 
Indian territory, toward the forgotten 
sources of our history.

N THE CROWN of an 
old dam, a flagstone path
way marks the fragile 
boundary between culti
vated nature and unfet

tered wilderness—between the deliberate 
and the accidental, the sophisticated and 
the sublime. Pictured in House 6" Garden 
in 1931, this rustic setting exemplifies the 
American backyard at its most romantic.

In 1925, when Nathaniel L. Miller, pres
ident of a large New York paper company,

i

i
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first principle Since the early days of American horticulture,

when John and William Bartram filled their Pennsylvania gardens with
discoveries from their treks through the wilderness, American gardens 
have exhibited a keen sense of adventure—and as much hybrid vigor as
the national character itself. We celebrate that vigor in gardens, from the 
formal and Eurocentric, to the open and democratic, to those that return 
us to the awe for the landscape that first set the Bartrams on their travels.
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formal

SHIs and Huniford incorporated the stone
steps, which had survived decades of neglect.
into High and Low Farm. From their house, they
look across the graveled forecourt tp a box
wood parterre that is softened by the silvery
foliage and the blue or white flowers of fragrant
herbs. Most of the stone ornaments were found
in Europe. The guesthouse, opposite page, rose
from its humble origins as a garage.

ONE LOOK BACK AND
Stephen Sills and James Huniford turned an old garden
WRITTEN BY ALAN EMMET PHOTOGRAPHED BY DAVID SEIDNER STYLED BY BARBARA TURK



TWO STEPS FORWARD
into a harmonious biend of classicism and modernism
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designer, they could see the capabilities.RRiviNG AT HIGH AND LOW FARM IS like Tipping the paper ofF
High and Low Farm had been thea box of chocolates: you know you are in for a treat. Wrought-iron 

gates, flanked by clipped boxwood, swing open as if by magic. The gates came from 

France, a clue to what lies ahead.

In just five years, Stephen Sills and James Huniford have made a garden that com

bines echoes of antiquity with a startling modernism that is rare in a private landscape. 

When they bought their farm in New York’s Westchester County in 1992, they found 

the 1929 house was neglected, its extensive pounds in such a state of decline that most 

of us would have turned mournfully away. But this was just the challenge that these 

two interior designers relish. Like a certain eighteenth-century English landscape

home of garden writer and plantswoman 
Helen Morgenthau Fox from the 1940s 
through the 1960s. Her seventh book, 
written when she was eighty, describes 
the farm as it was in 1965. She called it 
High and Low for her “successes and 
failures, the hilly land, the high trees, 
and the low herbs.” To the present 
owners, the name seems both apt and 
historically resonant.

The only remnants of Mrs. Fox’s 
tenure as the gardener were a long
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retaining wall and a rtight of stone steps.
Working together, .Sills and lluniford
have integrated these and the house into
a harmonious whole that would please
the most classical of garden makers, from
the designers of the great Italian villas to
C^harles Adams Platt, architect of Amer

ican country estates.
But the chief inspiration at 1 ligh and

I-ow Farm is French. The note is struck
when you arrive at the graveled forecourt
and the house, with its long w indows and
French doors^ you might have happened
upon a small chateau in the Ilc-de
France. The shade of Andre I^e Notre
hovers lightly over I ligh and Low Farm,
distilled through the sensibilities of the
1920s French modernists, lluniford is
entranced by the work of Andre and
Paul Vera, Pierre Legrain, and Gabriel
Guevrekian, artists who plaved with
geometry and symmetry in mannered
garden designs of the Art Deco period.

'Fhe new' garden at High and Low'
Farm has been designed as an extension
of the house. Its long central axis is
briefly interrupted by a little circle of

close-clipped boxwood globes in the
middle of the forecourt. Circles and
spheres are recurrent themes here. I he

dow'n the axial path is stoppedview
finally by the old barn, moved there by
the owners to make r<M)m for the swim
ming pool. 'Fhey’ve painted the barn a
mysterious shade of gray, which makes
it seem faint and very far away.

s'W A gemlike guesthouse, belying its ugly-
duckling origins as a garage, trains its
four oculus windows (circles again)
across a rectangle of grass toward the
main house. A jet of water springs from
a basin in the greensward. The antique
iron furniture on the terrace is painted a

The guesthouse, opposite page, is fes
tooned with silver-lace vine (Polygonum
aubertii). Shallow steps throughout the
garden are wide and deep enough for
pots. Eighteenth-century chairs make a
cameo appearance on the terrace,
above, as if set for a Noel Coward play. In
the upper-terrace garden, left, an antique
urn rises from a sea of white roses.
Perennial beds beside a Cornus kousa
hold only Huniford’s very favorite plants.
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sixteen boxwood balls, top, were placed to form a topiary checkerboard on a 
terrace, a delightful folly Indirectly inspired by French modernist gardens of

-said to lead kindly spirits into the 
garden—has come to rest in front of a wall topped by a mass of hydrangeas.
the1920s. Above: A fallen star made of stom

lOO





hnials mark the corners of low stone 
waDs. All the sculpture here is geometric; 
there are no Rococo nymphs. What 
looks like a lawn beside the guesthouse is 
actually paving, with pierced blocks that 
allow grass to grow in the interstices and 
allow you and your Vuitton luggage to 
ride right up to the door.

One section of the long garden wall 
survives from Mrs. Fox’s day; her succes
sors have added wide, deep .steps that 
afford ample room for big |H)ts of blue 
and pink hydrangeas. At the top is the

long parterre garden, a series of squares, 
each hedged by trim boxwood with a box 
globe at the center. With the restraint 
that is typical of these designers, each 
square holds only a single variety of plant, 
perhaps catmint or aromatic lavender. A 
file of shell-pink ‘David Austin’ roses 
foams like surf over the wall.

On the next level up, deep borders 
against a six-foot wall would seem to leave 
plenty of room for the rainbow abun
dance of an English-style perennial gar
den. But this is where the Sills-I luniford

dark green, nearly black, that the owners 
saw in France—a color, Huniford says, 
that never upstages the greens in nature. 
Versailles boxes hold shiny-leaved brush 
cherries {Syzy^umpankulatum) clipped 
into double globes. Stone obelisks and

The garden’s wide central walkway runs 
through the boxwood parterre toward the 
front of the house. Stone spheres placed 
on an outcropping of the underlying 
granite, right, interrupt the garden's pre
cise geometry with a capricious fillip.
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design sensibility jumps into focus. Like 
the French modernists and their follower 
Fletcher Steele, these artists put structure 
first. Unlike most of us, Huniford is not 
tempted by every remarkable flower he 
sees at the nurseries he frequents. He 
grows what he likes and believes in a gen
erous swath of each variety. But the 
palette is deliberately limited. Sills says 
they are continually “editing”: one section 
holds only white flowers, with contrasting 
forms and tints in the foliage. Other beds 
include blue and lilac flowers: Baptisia, 
Russian sage, tall thalictrums, statelyjoe- 
Pye weed, silvery hosta. Huniford loves 
MacUaya, chelones, lamb’s ears, artemisias, 
mints; he allows them room to spread. 
There is room here, too, for purely sensu
ous delights—the fragrant, pristine trum
pets of‘Casa Blanca’ lilies, the wreaths of 
pink roses that wind through the graceful 
ogee curves of wrought-iron arbors.

Hedges of yew, holly, and arborvitae 
rein in the garden on the uphill side. Tall 
exclamation-point junipers, filling the 
role of cypresses in Italian gardens, lead 
the eye to the swimming pool. This 
formal piece of water rests on a terrace 
that overlooks a green glade, perfectly 
relating geometry and nature in the man
ner of landscape architect Dan Kiley. 
Four marble columns are mirrored in 
the still water, evoking the image of 
I ladrian’s Villa at Tivoli. The columns are 
echoed in turn by the bare trunks of 
high-pruned oaks and maples at the edge 
of the woods. Offin the distance is a nat
ural pond, from which a plume of water 
shoots high into the air, reiterating the 
motif of verticality.

Once you see a modernist checker
board on a lower terrace, the elegiac spell 
collapses. Sixteen boxwood balls bounce 
up between square paving stones. These 
and other topiaries have to be trimmed 
several times during the growing season.

Along a wall just ahead, a rough out
cropping of rock has been turned into a 
garden folly with the addition of a few 
randomly placed stone balls. Through
out the garden you come upon these 
orbs, some the size of basketballs, oth
ers large enough for a soccer game 
played by elephants. “We are always on 
the lookout for good garden orna
ments,” Huniford says. They keep their 
eyes open at home and in Europe for 
objects in their (continued on page

ground rules

Think Global, Act Local
■ ames Huniford and Stephen Sills don’t fight their site. They 

have turned the ups and downs of their land into garden fea
tures, the all-too-abundant boulders into beautifully crafted 

walls. The garden respects the local climate, too; the only plants 
not hardy in their part of New York are the ones they grow in pots.

5 «
\A W-''

A MOURNING-DOVE’S-EYE VIEW 
about 7 acres

1. House
2. Parking Court
3. Upper Oarden
4. Boxwood Garden
5. Raflactlng Pond

6. Oraenhousa
7. White Garden
B. Guesthouse
9. Pool

10. Boxwood "Checkerboard'

START WJTH THE HOUSE Think of 
the garden as extending the architec
ture outward. Ixxik out the windows; 
walk out the doors. “Exterior design,” 
Stephen Sills mi|^t say.

BLOCK THAT AXIS By all mean.s 
arrange the garden along a central 
spine—an axis—but end it deci
sively with a strong piece of sculp
ture, a tree, or a structure. Don’t 
let the vista seep feebly out into the 
neighbors’ backyard.FRAME THAT VIEW Plant trees on 

either side to focus the eye. Sills 
and I luniford arranged stone walls, 
topiary sculptures, and spires of 
juniper to lure viewers toward 
the Zen-like serenity of the pool, 
with monumental columns and 
tall trees beyond.

REFINE AND SIMPLIFY Huniford 
and Sills set limits on what they grow, 
opting for ample sweeps of purple 
buddleias, pale pink roses, and the 
rest. In a smaller garden, it’s even 
more important to limit the palette.

HouK^Ciarden . maxcm 199S 03
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To renaturalize their Phoenix garden 
nie andlJim Binns chucked out the exotics
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had to resist the impulse to crowd it, to fill in the blanks

ESERT GARDENING —

that is, plotted, planted, 
deliberated redesertifi
cation—is an idea whose 
time has recently come 

to the urban Southwest, even to 
Phoenix, Arizona, a city with a long 
anti-desert tradition. (Residents began 
replacing desert with lawn as early as 
1903, with the boom that followed the 
vSalt River project.) Since 1957, some 
20,000 native plants have been confined 
to the i4f-acre Desert Botanical Gar
den. But now some Phoenician garden 
makers have started to invite the Sono
ran Desert natives back.

Eight years ago, on an infernal 122- 
degree day, Connie and Jim Binns re
turned to Phoenix after several years in 
England and Philadelphia. They bought 
the Benton House, a historic 6,5-acre 
property on the flatland south of 
Camelback Mountain that had been 
the winter home, from the early ’40s, 
of Connecticut senator William Ben
ton. The Binnses were intent on a his
torically respectful restoration of the 
house and also the desert. They sought 
out an architect, Arizona native John 
Douglas, who was committed to those 
goals. Douglas is known for installing 
native plants outside the buildings he 
helps preserve, and the Binnses’ place 
had been engulfed by rampaging 
exotics. “You couldn’t see the house 
behind the cluster of trees in the back," 
Connie Binns recalls. After landscape 
architect Christy Ten Eyck, a desert- 
plant expert with a thorough knowl
edge of the Sonoran floor, joined the 
Binns team and drew up an exotics- 
expulsion list, the symbiotic house-and-

In the cactus garden, previous pages, 
the bumpy senita (Pac/iycereua sehottil) 
offsets the fantike Ag»v0 marginata. 
Saguaro {Carnaglea gigantaa) and 
Totem pole {Pachyceraus sehottil ‘Mon- 
strosus’), this page, tower over Golden 
Barrel {Echinocaraus grusonii), brittle- 
bush {Encalia farinosa), and senita.
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and back into the house —CHRISTY TEN EYCK

Architect John Douglas restored and 
extended the house, above. Penstemons, 
planted by landscape architect Christy 
Ten Eyck, and bougainvillea adorn the 
house; britttebush {Encella farlnosa) 
abuts the pool. Frank Lloyd Wright’s 
widow gave the fountain, above right, to 
the house’s previous owners. Bunny 
ears prickly pear {Opuntia microdasys), 
right, peaks out from behind globe mallow 
{Sphaerafcea ambigua) and brittiebush.
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rulesground

Going Native
he site preserves some elements of the old garden but has many new ones, most of them appro
priate to the region. The pool still has lawn in front of it, but behind it native desert plantings 
come up to its edge. A curved arbor, patio, and hopbush hedgerow were added to separate the pool 

area from the parking area. The Binnses restored an existing cactus garden, and revegetated the rest
of the property to match the desert floor. They brought in desert trees for shade and shadow.

GOOD MANAGEMENT Daniel 
Maeder, of Horticultural

CUT THE GRASS The Binnses 
eliminated almost 3/4 acre of 
turf but kept about a quarter- 
acre “carpet’ by the pool, 
where they entertain.

DRY IDEAS There’s plenty of ^^{Opuntiaengelmamii),3nA
hardscape, since it requires no chuparosa {Justidacalifomicd). 
water. New patios and sheltered The transitional zone boasts 
courtyards integrate well with bear grass {Nolina matapemis),
the garden and help define out- autumn sage {Salvia greggii), 
door rooms and spaces on the and mesquite {Prosopis chiknsis). 
large property. 'len Eyck placed Among the oasis plants are 
a rusted iron arbor and gate by 
the parking area to mark a 
threshold to the pool area.
Walls and steps were added to 
define the boundaries of the 
courtyards. And taking advan- efficient watering Adrip 
tage of existing microclimates irrigation system, which delivers
on the site, she created patios water directly to the roots of
under several large shade trees, each plant, has lots of

Management Systems in 
Phoenix, knows about all of 
the desert plants here and, 
unlike many others in the 

MULCHES Decomposed granite desert-landscape-maintenance
is a topdressing for the planting field, does not overwater, 
areas around the house. This

twisted myrtle (Myrtus communis 
‘Boetica’), pineapple guava 
(Jkijoa stllowiaju), and rain lily 
{Zepbyranthes Candida).

Maeder allows plants to grow 
keeps the soil moist and reduces in their natural shapes. Ten 
the need for extra watering. The Eyck notes, and doesn’t prune 
oasis areas have seal amendments, everything into balls.

valves to control
the flow toIN THE ZONE Ten Eyck and 

the Binnses created zones— 
desert, transitional, and 
oasis —with plants of similar 
water needs. The desert areas 
include brittlebrush ip.ncelia 
farinosa), Engelmann’s prickly

different water-
use zones on
the property

A PINION-BIRD’S-EYE 
VIEW

6.5 acres
1. Entry Drive lined with 

Date Palms, Desert Trees, 
and Agaves

2. Auto Court and West 
Entry Courtyard

3. House
4. South Hummingbird 

Courtyard
5. Pool Area and Lawn
6. Revegetation Area
7. Cactus Garden
8. Tennis Court
9. Mrs. Frank Lloyd Wright 

Fountain
10. Natural Desert
11. Citrus and Fruit Grove 

and Herb Garden
12. Revegetation Area
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one of the most sublime treats on earth— 

and also in the heavens, it seems,‘since 
honey is the nectar of the gods. They do so 

under lamentable working conditions, too:
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look at theirs. And Is anj^thing more ono- ^ 
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dcr they have inspired so many poets, from 
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A portfolio of designers who are remaking the American garden

THERE ARE FASHIONS IN GARDEN DESIGN as in everything else, and in the past 
two hundred vears some trends in landscape architecture have been healthy, others not. 
What unites the seven place makers assembled here is certainly healthy: their concern with 
living lightly on the land. They differ, of course, on how this should be accomplished. 
But that’s only right. A garden in Tennessee shouldn’t have the same ambitions as one in 
Wisconsin, nor should two designers in the same locale be expected to share a vision. We 
celebrate a reverence for the land in seven styles of contemporary American garden design.

PHOTOGRAPHED BY GREGORY HEISLERWRITTEN BY SABINE ROTHMAN
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ISUrid OliH, opposite page, stands on the Getty 

Center’s hilltop site, where he headed the team that designed 
the landscape plan, as though he had been plucked from the 
crowd In Georges Seurat's Sunday Afternoon on the Island of 
La Grande Jatte and dropped into the world of Magritte. But 
Olin, of the Philadelphia*based Olin Partnership, is rto isola
tionist. He Is instead an architect of welcoming public spaces. 
Bryant Park in New York City is one such space, reclaimed by

iSSb0ll0 ^r00n@ Although she almost always

does a drawing or a painting of a site, Isabelle Greene's sense of 
focus resembles that of a photographer. We see her here framed 
by the lens-like opening Into one of her gardens. Pay attention, 
she seems to be saying. Look again. As remarkable as they are 
for riveting the eye, Greerte's landscapes are also notable for 
their fluidity, especially in the dry climate of southern California. 
Sinuous paths of stone and gravel move through terraced terrain,
making us feel as if we are following mountain streams downOlin after decades of crime and civic neglect. There, as In his

other public projects, his design puts society on display and to the sea. From above, and many of her designs are meant to
be seen from above, the scene has the appeal of an aerial photokeeps it on its best behavior. Office workers use the park as a

lunchtime oasis, and no one steals the chairs; movie lovers graph; close up, the visitor encounters handsome vignettes
attend after-dark screenings of classic films, and no one takes filled with arresting arrangements of plants, stones, or sculpture.

Though Greene’s work is primarily residential, her spectaculartheir wallets. And, at least in this one spot, rough-and-tumble
New York appears to be a model of civility.





ben page , opposite page. As they were for the
great writers of his region, myth and memory are Ben Page’s
tools. Page practices in Nashville, Tennessee, a few miles
from where his grandparents and groat-grandparents once
owned farms, which have vanished with suburban sprawl.
He cites the erosion of the South’s special qualities as the
Impetus for his creation of poetic spaces that evoke both
personal and collective histories. He recently finished a garden garden is the steel-sided, eight-inch-wide rill that winds through
for Vice President and Tipper Gore, a refuge for a family it, articulating the topography of the site and defining individual

spaces, each devoted to a distinct emotional experience. The rillin the public eye, and is currently working with Michael Van
Valkenburgh to restore the grounds at Cheekwood, Nashville’s forms a subtle yet powerful image, guiding a child's movement
Home of Art and Gardens. Page welcomes these projects, through space and toward well-being. At the moment, residential

spaces form the bulk of Reed's work, and they, too, exhibit theinsisting that his havens are "not an attempt to re-create the
past but to make sure we have access to a quality of Mfe." same quiet drama that comes from his light touch on the land.





settlers, and writers, but by the end of the 1800s it had been almost and emphasize northern California’s natural beauty. In each
of his projects'VVarner carefully selects a palette of plantscompletely destroyed. Now this landscape has become the mission

of visionaries like Oiboll—an ecologist and owner of Wisconsin's and masses them dramatically to create a feeling of immer-
Prairie Nursery— who aim to restore the vast ecosystem to some slon In the landscape. Whether placed along meandering
of its former glory. Diboll’s prairie gardens are both low-mainte- paths, in formal allees, or in clumps arranged like military
nance and long-lived, more a matter of management than garden
ing. With careful attention to mixing plants and matching them 
to the sites, and a schedule of mowing and burning, these gardens 
will last far longer than the generation that planted them.

processions, Warner’s favorites—clipped lavender, billowy 
rosemary, and ancient olives with their silvery-gray foliage 
and artfully gnarled trunks- 
simplest idea on the biggest scale possible.”

reate what he calls “the
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N BLUE HILL, MAINE, radio Station 
WERU is sending out the uniquely 
American sounds of Billie I lolidav. 

As she plays with and against stan
dards like “Kmbraceable You,” she seems 
just the right accompaniment for Patrick 
C'.hasse’s Sunday afternoon in the nearby 
village of Town Hill, The summer is over, 
and the notable gardens of Mount Desert 
Island are demanding less of their notable 
landscape architect. While the music 
plays, he is free to reflect on his unique 
version of an old standard—the Ameri
can garden, especially the American 
garden as conceived by his esteemed pre
decessor on Mount Desert, the great 
landscape gardener Beatrix I'arrand.

As you listen to him talk, the analog)’ 
to I loliday begins to seem more fruitful 
than far-fetched. A great improviser, 
I loliday was a disciplined student of the 
past. She had Bessie Smith behind her, 
and in the beginning of her recording 
career she had the solid but inventive 
'I'eddy Wilson to back her up. Farrand 
serves both of these purposes for Chasse. 
I le has done restoration work on sev
eral of her gardens in the area— most 
famously the Abby Aldrich Rockefeller 
garden, where Farrand pioneered the 
meeting of Oriental landscaping and 
Rnglish herbaceous borders without 
compromising the strength of either. He 
reveres her use of native plants and the 
way her gardens blend effortlessly into 
their natural surroundings. The feeling of 
refuge and refreshment in a Chasse gar
den owes a great deal to Farrand.

But there are departures—and impro
visations. lb l>egin with, there is the loose 
and casual look ofOiasse’s designs, which 
comes in jiart from the way he blurs the 
boundaries of his plantings. 'Fhen, too, his 
Asian etfects have an arresting modernitv 
that is absent in Farrand’s.Thc umstudied 
appeal of his gardens rests, of course, on 
a great deal of botanical knowledge, just 
as I loliday's seemingly casual improvisa
tions arose from her careful rehearsal of 
the songs at hand. The idea that a Chasse 
garden arrives at its l)eauty Ijy accident is 
understandable, bur it’s as mistaken a.s the 
notion that any hard-done-bv I laricm girl

Patrick Chasse gives a beach on Mount 
Desert, ME, a jaunty grace rvote—his bow tie.
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could step out and invent changes like 
Holiday’s on “Yesterdays.” Tor both 
artists, beauty is not accidental, but for 
both, accidents are a part of beauty.

Then there is the subtlety. On an Octo
ber afternoon, the shades of brown, yel
low, and red from the massing of local 
standbys like hay-scented fern, blueberry, 
and bunchberrv flowing together in a 
Chasse landscape create a complex and 
unexpected chord—nature unobtrusively 
guided by the hand of man. No one uses 
rock so fluidly as Chasse, so you are often 
unsure when looking at one of his land
scapes where hisgartlen leaves off and the 
surrounding territory begins. He might 
bring the forest right up to the house; cre
ate a dry streambed and fill it w’ith Nepeta. 
dianthus, sedums, daylilies, and ferns; 
expose a rock ledge, fill the cracks with 
soil, and inlay these pockets with moss, 
lichens, or bearberry; or make a design 
inspired by a Chinese bowl and buffer 
that design with its surroundings by 
filling it with Chinese juniper, native 
mosses, and woolly thyme. You look, you 
are lost in admiration, but often you 
aren’t really sure, unless you ask exactly 
what has been done or. more especially, 
how. It’s that “natural.” And yet trying 
to duplicate that effect is 
like trying to sing along 
with Billie Holiday. The 
roots of the magic are sur- 
prisinglv deep, and the 
changes are inimitable.

What is characteristi-

GEOMETRYTtie finely crushed pink granite indigenous to Mount Desert, ME, 
unites this unusual cutting garden. The symmetry of the plan is offset by the way the 
plants—a mix of annuals and perennials—are allowed to Invade and soften the path.

cally American in C'hasse’s 
designs, even in those 
most consciously Asian, is 
the way they occupy a ter
ritory that is both part of 
nature and part of us. He 
points out that while 
Ivuropean gardeners have 
long been interested in 
the look of the “wild gar
den.” they have usually 
regarded it as just that— 
a look, without giving

-■*4
EDGES The design inspired by a Chinese bowl, above left, contains white-granite stone dust at its 
center ringed by native plants. The outer ring of gray-granite pea stone is edged by a traditional perennial

much thought to the way border. Chasse restored the sunken garden, above right, first designed by Beatrix Farrand.
their wild gardens fit the
history and landscape of their sur- garden rooms like those at Sissinghurst to be enjoyed for the whole season,
roundings. Such gardens strike Chasse or Munstead Wood, where spaces are They are living spaces rather than gal
as having the feel of bootlis at the designed for a display of a few weeks Icries to be visited.
Chelsea Flower Show—discreet dis- and then carefully avoided for the rest
plays meant for public viewing. That’s of the season. American gardens, at
not what he's after. Nor is he drawn to least the sort he approves of, are meant

Much of this may sound like the opin
ion of a true believer whose passion 
for native species excludes everything
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GEOLOGY A quintessential Chasse design, this rock garden is laid Into a groove in an outcrop and looks almost like a meandering
brook with a lush mix of native plants, rock-garden standbys, and also herbaceous perennials that require a bit of pampering.

else, but Chasse is no cxclusionist. llis 
landscapes are founded on a matrix of 
indigenous flora, but within them you 
will usually find sophisticated or urbane 
compartments containing surrogates for 
native species. The whole is knit together, 
balanced, as he says, because every for
eign visitor has some connection to the 
local environment. In his Maine gardens, 
exotic viburnum hybrids such as V carlesii

are mixed with local varieties, and 
the same is true of azaleas, of which 
Maine has precious few. Hydrangeas, 
specifically hills-of-snow {Hydrangea 
aborescens), which Chasse enjoys using, 
are not native to the area, but he employs 
them in a way that keeps them in bal
ance. “It’s like a quilt," he says. “The indi
vidual pieces can be quite different one 
from another, but there is always a

common border tying them together.
The strength of his vision is evident in 

his gardens and also in the number of 
otherwise conservative folk who have 
been weaned from their wish to havegar- 
den.s resembling Givernv. These clients 
have been persuaded that the ordinan’ 
made interesting is more original and 
dramatic than courting the exotic. That 
musical analogy, again, is apt.

PHOTOGRAPHED BY TIMOTHY G R E E N F I E L D > S A N D E R S
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city li^ts
W-

IF YOLi Liviii) TiiiKTY-NiNi; STOlUFS iihovc* Manhattan, 
wouldn’t you want an urhaii microgardcn? Linda Poliak, 
an architect and professor at Harvard, created one for,^ 
architect Wendy Evans Joseph and her husband, Peter, a 
merchant hanker, that stands up to howling winds, scorch
ing sun, and downpours (a subroof supports the slate, foun-

\

PHOTOGRAPHED BY FRANCOIS DISCHINGER
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the frenzied popularity of Martha’s Vineyard



MOSJiup, the 
legendary leader of the Wampanoags, 
was strolling along the beach on Cape 
Cod, hoping to catch a whale for break
fast, some sand got into his moccasin and 
he poured it out into the ocean, llius was 
the island of Martha’s Vineyard formed. 
Some residents of Nantucket, the Vine
yard’s insular rival, dispute this theory, 
arguing that Moshup emptied his moc
casin after breakfast and that the island 
was formed in an entirely different way. 
Vineyard residents respond by calling 
this a fabrication based on jealousy and 
unsupported by soil analysis. It is 
unlikely that any one explanation for 
the genesis of New England’s largest 
island will ever be accepted unani
mously. But there is no doubt that the 
Vineyard contains both considerable 
sand and remarkably fertile soil.

Despite its popularity with tourists 
and owners of second homes, some 
tracts of Vineyard farmland and wood
land have escaped cultivation and are 
now withheld from developers by 
nature conservancies, as well as by 
environmentalists like Emily Bramhall, 
who has been gardening on the island 
since she was fifteen.

Bramhall, who built a house and gar
den in the up-island community of 
Chilmark, bought the property in 1979. 
“I fell in love with the topography, 
which was pushed up by a glacier,
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leaving lovely woodland ponds and 
hills,” she says. The charming post-and- 
heam house that she built is nestled on 
a Pleistocene ridge. The north slope of 
the ridge accommodates a swimming 
pK)ol, which was carefully designed to suit 
the land, and Bramhall’s perennial gar
den. The south side overlooks a wood
land “kettle hole,” which she enlarged by 
digging some fifteen feet through the red 
clay to form a pond.

When you look out across the gor
geous countryside from the house’s south 
porch, y(jur eye is directed to a central 
clearing by the stands of trees on either 
side of it, and arrested by their reflec
tions in the pond at the bottom of the 
hill. The mixed borders are organized 
along a fairly steep pitch. The beds are 
secured by drywalls that follow the 
curves of the hill with the obedience of 
a contour map. They bear a calculated 
resemblance to the walls that have 
divided Chilmark’s farms and lined its 
roads since colonial times.

ELPHiNiUMS, foxglove,vio
las, dianthus, and peonies 
(the latter transplanted 
from Bramhall’s great
grandmother’s garden) 
bloom in pastel ribbons 
in the lower beds. Bram- 

haii’s experience as an island gardener 
led her to select the strains suited to a 
maritime climate.

An unpretentious po.st-and-beam pool 
house stands at the base of the terraced 
slope; the pillars of its porch are 
entwined with honeysuckle, and ‘New 
Dawn’ and ‘Climbing Peace’ roses. 
Directly across the pool, the colors are 
echoed by rafts of yellow and orange 
daylilies next to the fieldstone wall.

Gardens such as these, spread over 
prominent landforms, risk getting lost in 
the landscape unless they are adjacent to

d

A group of cousins, enjoying their Pop- 
sides after a barbecue, top, foliow their 
leader along one of the stone walls that 
enclose the pool. Daylilies are planted 
next to the wall. ‘Blue Butterfly’ scabiosas, 
center left, stand out brilliantly as they 
mingle with orange geum. Clematis, center 
light, spills over the wall of the outdoor 
shower. Bramhall and her son, Ben, enjoy 
gathering flowers for the house, left.
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ground rules;

The Spirit of Place
'

rV^.,.
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j/

eeking to preserve the natural beauty of her 
island, Bramhall designed her landscape and 
garden to follow the contours of the land.

Bramhalf*s chtldrert^ ty
and Ben, accompaiiMf by '

their dogSi race by Ufa >

perennial border jn its late^
summar colors, past the
crab-app|^a tr*M lo pond

A TERN’S-EYE VIEW
14 acres

10. Potting Shed
11. Steps down to Pool 

and Pool House
12. Pool Garden
13. Pool House
14. Pool
15. Bench
16. Daylily Borders
17. Meadow

1. House
2. Outdoor Shower
3. Bench
4. Swing
5. Pond
6. Stone Bridge
7. Crab*apple Orchard
8. Existing Woodland
9. Flower Garden
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I fell in love with the topography, 
vas pushed up by a glacier, leaving lovely 
land ponds and hills — HMILY JM<AMHALLA •

mollis, veronicas, dicentras, Digitalis 
grjfidifiora, pcnstcmons, salvias, many 
varieties of dianthus, masses of annuals, 
cosmos, and nasturtiums."

This is a garden that doesn’t shout 
at you but is easily recognized as the 
home of a conservationist, who, while 
respecting her natural surroundings, 
can still use them as a foil to enhance a 
conventional flower garden and give it 
a sense of age.

a landmark or are unified by some 
element. Bramhall chose local stone
work to bring her plan together. 'I'he 
linchpin of her design is a simple but 
splendid stone potting shed, which boasts 
an oculus at its gabled end. It links her 
gardens to the slate border of the swim
ming pool and adds a focal point.

If the site dictated the landscape 
design and the design determined the 
t\’pe of plantings, it was Bramhall who

chose the plants. When she received her 
initial order for Si8o worth of plants, she 
reports that she was “staggered to rind 
that everything arrived in a little card- 
hf>ard box and that it was all promptly 
swallowed bv the garden." I he coreop
sis—which has self-sow'n — lavender, 
dianthus, and pink geraniums from that 
first, very cautious order still bloom, 
but she soon learned to “buy vast 
amounts of perennials, n6d\ngAlch{milla
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GREEN
HOUSE
We’ve always fantasized about bringing 

the garden inside, so we filled an old Hudson 
Valley place with tulips, butterflies 

real hens, and even some ceramic ones
!A

tiptoe through the tulips
A rug of dewy moss, a cloud of taffeta, crisp white cotton, and a 
profusion of tulips bring spring to the dining room, opposite page. 
The curtains are Brunschwig & Fils Nieuw Amsterdam Tulp chintz 
edged in Carteton V’s Chelsea Chintz in fuchsia. Philippe Starch's Lord 
Yo chairs, from Luminaire, surround the table, which is covered and 
skirted in Quadrille's St. Cloud taffeta and a Scalamandre cotton stripe. 
The colorful crystal is from Saint Louis; the china, by Anna Weather- 
ley, from the De Vine Corporation. On the mantel, Takashimaya tulip 
vases flank a 1987 Robert Mapplethorpe photograph. Hickory Chair's 
comfy armchair, above, Is all dressed up in the overscale Tulip pattern.
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barnyard antics and antiques
Feathered friends take over the kitchen. Red roosters anchor the 
toile on Pearson Company’s armchairs and ottoman, above, and 
chickens add a cheerful note to a tea set from the Blachere Group. 
The weather vane and painting are from Judith and James Milne, 
Inc., NYC. Christine Lambert (through Escabelle Imports) designed 
the witty chicken-bedecked fabrics used for the curtains and for 
the upholstery on a Drexei Heritage chair, opposite page. Real 
hens and chicks join their ceramic counterparts around Baker 
Furniture’s Pembroke cabinet. The tray Is from Calvin Klein Home.

t
HE INTERIOR OF A HOUSE and thegrounds that lie 
outside its nurturing walls should strike a delicate bal
ance. Early spring is a particularly enticing time: nature, 

seen and experienced through windows and doorways, exerts a 
sensuous pull. The shimmering morning light, the delicate hues 
of flowers, and the coquettish charm of the barnyard get our 
decorating juices going. Luckily, fabrics and home furnishings 
manufacturers are on a similar wavelength.

Exuberant new floral patterns are perfect for blurring the bound
aries between house and garden. Because there is nothing more 
inspirational than a good dose of fantasy, we decided to add a gen
erous share of whimsy to the gracious rooms of a 1785 house in 
upstate New York. We introduced a carpet of fresh moss and fab
ulous tulip-strewn fabrics and china to a stately spruce green,
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by inriTxliicing ^ster-pattemed toile and chirping chicks
k



Who could resist having
nature come from the garden

ii

directly into the room? ■V
X'

—OLIVIER GUINI

^ What could huior
Brown Jordan's tralUs-dka car>op> had, which has been

led with ivy? Oh the bedt-white linenlyi
Garnet HHh a Waveriy English Ivy bed

spread, trimmed in a Scalamandre cotton; artd a soft
wool throw from Catvtn Klein Home. A Songbirds mirror
from Careers' Guild hangs in a comer. On the grass
rug: ChiHtian Tortu's Verdures cup and saucer, for
Raynaud Rorcelaln. The napkin is from Arrgel Zimick.





winging it
A child chases a butterfly from Evolution, while butterflies of 
brilliant hues flutter across Baker Furniture’s Milling Road sofa, 
above. The mohair throw Is by Richmond Hill through Metropolitan 
Design Group; the table 1s from the Moorea Collection by Baronet.

spring planting
A lacquer chinolserle console and mirror from John Rosselli & 
Associates, opposite page, contrast with the earthlness of 
the potting shed. The hand tools are from Takashimaya; the 
pitchfork from Smith & Hawken. Sources, see back of book.

wood-paneled dining room. We added a dollop of surprise to the 
barn-red kitchen by upholstering comfy chairs in a cheerful 
rooster-patterned toile and by introducing clucking chickens and 
chirping chicks—live feathered ones as well as their ceramic coun
terparts. Decorator Jean-Paul Beaujard and floral designer Olivier 
Guini created the ultimate fantasy bedroom, featuring an ivy- 
enveloped canopy bed. “Who could resist having nature come 
from the garden directly into the room?” asks Guini, who entwined 
ivy around the bedposts to match the ivy-patterned sheets. “We 
used outdoor ivy,” he says, “but there are some kinds of ivy that can 
live indoors and last forycars, as long as there is real light.” The moss 
rug in the dining room is another matter. “Moss has to be wet all 
the time to stay green,” concedes Guini, "but it’s something won
derful and different for a dinner party Why not?” Why not, indeed.
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shopping

OUTSIDE I
Cant wait to get outdoors after a long winter? Add a touch
of spring and fantasy to your house by filling it with a
tumult oftulips, cute chicks, and a host of colorfd butterflies.
Seamstress Camille Casaretti fashioned the freshest new
fabrics into draperies, slipcovers, andpillows. Ton can, too.

—JOYCE BAUTISTA

spring has sprung
A Blooms come indoors on Mitchell
Gold’s Lucy chair, S537, and Asnura’s
Soleil needlepoint rug, 84,050. The
bell jar is 8375 at Relics, Hudson, NY.

a love seat; Clarence House’s Tulip Bowl chintz;
Anna Weatherley’s hand-painted plates, S125 and
S155, for the De Vine Corp.; Christofle sterling



lemon zest
carnation coup^ Ums and yellow hues give the living r(K)m its timeless yet

fresh look. Far left: Swatches from (dassic Revivals; Ramm,
A Schumacher’s Garofani carnation print, 
top, shown in its three colorways, covers Essex 
Union Club chaises, Sio,6oo each, from Richard 
Mishaan, NYC. Vase, $475, from Relics, is atop 
a pedestal, Ss75, ftom the Garden Room, NYC. 
Magenta cashmere throw, 81,495, from I lermes.

Son & Crocker; and Classic Revivals, llic urn bv the window
is from Treillage, NYC, S4,zoo; the other, from Rooms and
Gardens, NYC, is S950. Ilic rug is from Einstein Moomj>’.

flights of fancy
< Butterfly collecting is easy. Large
pillow, left, in Lejardin Bleu from Manuel
Canovas; small pillow in Cowtan and

I Tout's Buffon, with Clarence I louse trim;
four linen napkins, S24, from G. H. Interi
ors; plate, S35, Lynn Chase Design.s, NYC.
Sources, sec back of book.



An American jewelry designer helps 
European friends bring an old Virginia



m

Joseph Swan and Gerard Wiggins’s 
mural, a fanciful interpretation of 
Zuber's Views of North America wall
paper, dominates the central hall, 
opposite page. A doorway frames 
the library beyond- The antique 
chandt^er is French; a 19th-century 
paintlUlj^f a Native American Is 

above the mantel. This page: A 
19th-century statue of an Indian 
maiden, representing the American 
continent, surveys the hall.
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/ HEN I PICKED UP the phone 
Uan^jKard the voice of my great friend, 
B^^she usually warns me when she and 
B<1 are arriving from Europe. “We have 
for you," she said.

my.
stai

r husl

a surpi
My friends, it turned out, had just bought a plan

tation of about 1,000 acres in Virginia and intended 
to farm the land organically. There was a house, she 
said, “but it needs a lot of work.” When I suggested 
a mutual friend—a talented decorator—there was a
furtive conversation in the background. “We have 
other plans,” my friend finally said. “You, in fact.”

I was flattered, but I’m not a decorator. The only 
work like that I’ve ever done is in my own house and 
apartment, and that was more architecture than 
decorating. My taste is eclectic and highly personal. 
I am also very slow: after twenty years, there is 
still much to be done in my apartment. The prob
lem is that if I see something in my mind’s eye. 
I’m almost satisfied —call it conceptual decorating. 
Still, my friends were undeterred. And since they’re 
the kindest couple in the world, it was hard to refuse.

The central hall ends at the garden door, above. 
Nineteenth-century American pieces fill the salon, oppo
site page. Curtains and settee upholstery are Waverly's 
Petit Point in bluebell. Clarence House’s Come D’Abon- 
dance covers both armchairs. Schumacher’s Antique 
Linen Velvet in topaz is on the sofa; custom silk-bullion 
fringe is by Scalamandre. Veronique rug is by Stark.
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THE DINING ROOM, opposite 

page, has a burnished look.

An English crystal chandelier 
hangs above the 19th-century 
American Federal dining table 
and Restauration dining chairs. 
Both the Vieux Paris china and 
the English flatware are 19th 
century. An 18th-century paint
ing presides over a Georgian 
English console- The Leopard 
Rose carpet is by Stark.

IN THE CENTRAL HALL, left, a 
Regency mirror gives a splen
did, slightly distorted reflection 
of the white-painted stairway.

THE HOUSE is imbued with rich 
colors, like the blue lamp and 
the emerald-green settee below, 
right. From an antique canopy 
bed, below left, a visitor can 
glimpse a chaise longue and a 
19th-century American silk 
embroidery above it.
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dijfimlt to move doors and align them symmetrically
Their son Marc was in charge of the project, but I 

was given carte blanche. A motel, three quarters of an 
hour away, was our home on and off for almost a year, 
until the house was livable. The house was lovely from 
the outside, although the landscape had been badly 
neglected for years. Over a period of time, Marc 
transformed the grounds into a bucolic English 
park—planting trees, digging ponds, and building 
ornamental bridges of Chinese Chippendale design.

The house, unfortunately, was less easily restored. 
Every sun-dried brick had to be replaced.'llie wiring wa.s 
\irtuallv nonexistent—an adversity that wa.s, in fact, an 
advantage for me. Since every wall had to come down, it 
was not diflicult to move doors and align them symmet
rically. All the moldings had been removed in an earlier 
renovation, but with the help of Architectural Paneling 
Inc., in New York City. I was able to re-create the 
period—early nineteenth century—accurately. New 
bathrooms were made in old closets and storage spaces. 
One even has a working fireplace opposite its stainless- 
-stecl-lined Itathtub, which sits in the center of the room.

The kitchen, in the oldest part of the house, had been 
outfitted in early Depression style. Still, it was big 
enough to divide into an eat-in kitchen and a separate

d
□ Sirr

{I
■fi

A cheerful breakfast room, above, was carved out of the 
18th-century kitchen, the oldest part of the house. The table 
is French in a 17th-century style; the chairs, 19th-century 
French. Gerard Wiggins did the stenciling on the walls.
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Over a period of time, the owners 
son transformed the grounds into

a bucolic English park
planting trees, digging ponds

THE PORTICO, right, is furnished with

comfortable wicker chairs and ottomans.
It's an ideal place to relax and drink in
the verdant countryside.

THE LANDSCAPE had been sorely

neglected for years. Marc, the owners’
son, went to work on it. Among his grace
ful touches, opposite page, are orna
mental bridges of Chinese Chippendale
design, spanning the ponds he had dug.

ALTHOUGH THE EXTERIOR of the houSe,

below, looked beautiful, every one of
its sun-dried bricks had to be replaced.
Now exquisitely restored, the house is
surrounded by gently rolling lawns and
plenty of trees that offer shade from the hot
Virginia sun. Sources, see back of book.

family dining- breakfast room. I found old beams for
the kitchen ceiling and reproduction delft-blue-and-
white tiles for the counters, walls, and chimney breast
of the Hreplace, which also serves as a barbecue.

I came across a very talented muralist, Joseph Swan,
in Vermont. He and Gerard Wiggins, who painted the
stenciling around the double drawing-room walls and
in the breakfast room, created a fantasy version of Jean
Zuber’s Views of North America wallpaper, adding
occasional Audubon-like birds to the foreground.
This charming frieze proceeds up the stairs, including
the second-floor landing, which boasts an early Victo
rian secretaiy with Gothic muUions on its glass doors.

1 was determi ned to do the job on the cheap, so 1 left
very low bids on good things at Sotheby's and Christie’s.
Sometimes we got them, sometimes not, but my friends
were more than amazed that good things could cost so
little. In the end, everyone was extremely happy. In fact,
after a visit Barbara Bush suggested that 1 do something
at the White House. But I demurred and stuck to mv
trade. I continued to make Mrs. Bush’s pearls.

Kenneth Jay Lane h a renowned designer of costume
jewelry. This was his only project in interior decoration.
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A mountainside garden arises from a partnership
between William Peters, his clients, and the land itself



t’s an AMERICAN DREAM and, usually, an 
American tragedy You find a place of extraor
dinary natural beauty, and it’s for sale. So you 
buy it and create a home there, and in domes
ticating the landscape you destroy precisely 

that which originally attracted you. “Gardeners,” 
William Peters explains, “typically impose.”

But not always, and the garden that Peters, a 
California-based landscape architect, has created in 
partnership with a pair of clients in Sun Valley, 
Idaho, is proof of that. In its light touch, this garden 
is a model for something new. It also marks a coming- 
of-age, a move away from old-world concepts.

When speaking of this garden, all three creators 
habitually use the word “we,” and unlike most 
architect/client relationships, the relationship 
between Peters and the garden’s owners has truly 
been a partnership. For about fifteen years they 
have worked together, often side by side, in what 
Peters calls a dialogue with nature. In the process, 
the three have injected a great deal of themselves 
into this Idaho mountainside. Yet the changes 
they have made are so carefully tuned to the spirit 
of the place that a visitor wonders where the gar
den is. Gradually, however, you are drawn into an 
experience that is subtle but deep, a piquant alter
nation of serenity and surprise.

The owners were excited about acquiring the 
two-plus acres overlooking the historic Sun Valley

The subtlety of William Peters’s work owes something to the 
Japanese technique of borrowing from the landscape. The 
monoliths In the garden resemble the peaks In the distance, 
and the contours of the decomposed-granite path choreo
graph the stroller’s experience of the views.
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their spots, and the columnar
quality of their trunks, right,
^ emphasized by pruning.





fascination with the stone-worshiping 
cultures that built Stonehenge and other 
prehistoric sites. Still, he was surprised to 
hear that one day they had driven down 
to Nevada and brought back three 
monoliths. Set up along the path, the 
rugged stones bring a more comfortable, 
human scale to the mountainside’s awe
some sweep. In a way reminiscent of a 
Japanese technique, the garden stones 
“borrow” from the far-o IF scenery. First 
they capture the eye, then they make it 
jump from the stones’ miniature peaks 
to those in the distance. The elFect is to 
include the whole valley in the garden.

Nature provides color. Flushes of 
native grasses turn the garden orange, 
yellow, and blue in turn. Peters loves 
it best in autumn, though, when only 
the sunlit gold of the aspen leaves inter
rupts the tonalities of gray and brown. 
But if the garden changes with the sea
sons, it also changes with the time of 
day. In the morning, for example, the 
monoliths have a more dramatic pres
ence. Viewed from the house, they are 
backlighted, so they stand dark against 
the sun-bleached gray-green sage.

The garden-makers admit to having 
changed the look of the mountainside. 
Over time, they’ve groomed the sage
brush by removing deadwood; and by 
weeding out the coarsest of the wild 
grasses, they’ve gradually refined the 
landscape’s texture. At the same time, 
the landscape has left its mark on them.

For the owners, coming into harmony 
with the site’s austerity brought about a 
simplification of their own style. The 
potted plants, for instance, formerly 
placed around the exterior of the house, 
have been removed, so there is no com
petition with the vista.

For Peters, the change has been a sort 
of letting go. This garden is not the tra
ditional, sweet, predictable English cot
tage garden we all were taught to make. 
In Sun Valley, he has learned to work 
more boldly with nature. I le’s learned to 
be as ruthless as nature when he should 
be. But he has also learned a kind of 
selflessness. “We did something that was 
inspired by the land. If we did it right, 
you go there and you think, Wow, this is 
really cool. But you really don’t know what 
we did. That was our journey.”

Lodge. Clearly, creating a garden com
patible with the site would not be easy. 
They knew that the sagebrush that car
pets the site is painfully slow to heal 
from any injury, so they had to work 
carefully. Besides, the growing season in 
Sun Valley lasts only six weeks: spring’s 
final frost usually comes at the end of 
June, and there is frost again by the end 
of August, Above all, the couple wanted 
to avoid the mistake they saw in the 
town below, which wealthy immigrants 
were turning into an alpine Scarsdale.

They realized that they needed a spe
cial kind of help, and when a friend 
recommended a landscape architect in 
Marin County, California, it didn’t seem 
too far to go. Especially when, on his first 
visit to Sun Valley, Peters told them, 
“We’ll keep it natural.” Peters has com
muted out every spring and fall since 1983.

llie new partners’ first act was to soften 
the house’s architectural edges with seem
ingly unstudied clumps of aspens. These 
are the subject of intense debate every 
year, as the pannership decides on addi
tions and subtractions. Decisions are 
hands-on: Peters himself prunes.

3
O

White Sierra granite pavers lend a fin
ished look to a path by the house yet 
echo the rugged mountainside setting.

LACING THE owncts’sculpturc 
has been an ongoing task. A 
couple of oversized, sinuous 
stainless-steel pieces by Israeli- 

born sculptor Gidon (Jraetz fit partic
ularly well. Set on swiveling bases so 
that every side can be viewed from the 
house and the garden, their gleaming 
metal picks up, bends, and reflects the 
surroundings. By one entrance, a pair of 
cut-granite monoliths by the late Texas- 
based sculptor Jesus Bautista Moroles 
hints at what lies below.

Running down the slope from 
Moroles’s monoliths is “William’s Walk,” 
a feature the couple wanted Peters to 
create. Peters hesitated for several days 
after receiving this assignment, then one 
morning plunged into the sagebrush, 
Felco pruning shears in hand. What he 
strove to do was to “choreograph” the 
stroller’s experience, turning him or her 
here and there, continually lifting the 
eye from the town below to the superb 
peaks that fill the horizon. Punctuation 
was supplied by the ownere.

They had shared with Peters their

P A pavament of cobbles and a Jesus 
Bautista Moroles stone portal, above, 
provide a transition between the 
house and the landscape beyond. 
Korean sculptures, below, sprout 
like puffballs from the turf.
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Choreographing a Walk
illiam Peters calls his path-making process choreography, and in fact the way he manipu
lates the pedestrian’s experience in this garden bears little resemblance to classic path 
design. Classic design focuses on improved transportation; the route is as direct as possi

ble, the surface is of a material that provides easy walking in all weather, and the path is of uniform width, 
usually four to five feet wide so that two can walk abreast. In contrast, Peters aimed at creating a path 
more like an animal track. There are foxes on the property, and Peters tried to construct something they 
might have created—a wandering, narrow track integrated into the hillside. Mere are some of his guidelines.

turn it so the pedestrian faces 
the view directly. “A turn,”
Peters explains, “makes you 
turn your eyes, and it also 
makes you slow down. It 
makes you ftxus.”

going against them is another 
device Peters uses to shape 
the experience. “If you come 
to a portion of the walk 
that is narrower and steeper, 
you’re going to slow down 
and he more thoughtful. 
You’ll watch your step.” So 
when a path approaches 
a view Peters wants to

path must keep their eyes 
on their feet. But as the path 
arrives at a more desirable 
view, Peters Battens it again. 
Walking becomes easier, so 
the stroller relaxes and 
reflexively looks up.

1) DESIGN WITH YOUR EYES 
AND FEET Peters spent three 
days walking and looking, 
trying out different routes to 
find the most satisfying com
bination of experiences.

2) PLAN THE TURNS 
Any site will have better and 
worse views, and you can use 
a turn to emphasize a good 
one. Direct the path so that 
it approaches the view 
obliquely, then

3) USE THE CONTOURS 
A walk that follows the con
tours of the land provides 
easy walking, but deliberately

4) NARROW THE PATH

Decreasing the width of the 
path slows the walker to a 
more contemplative pace, 
and is less intrusive on the 
landscape.

exclude, he may turn it so 
that it proceeds up or down 

a .slope. While climbing
or descending, those

following the
5) FRAME THE VIEWS A.S he 
did with the stone monoliths 
in this garden, Peters framed 
the views, a practice he consid
ers an essential dement of path 
design. A 360-dcgree visual 
sweep is boring; views need a 
context. Besides, a judicious 
choice of frames can include 
the view into the garden, as 
the stones here do.

A MOUNTAIN- 
BLUEBIRD’S-EYE VIEW 

2+ acres
1. Main House
2. Gidon Graetz Sculptures
3. Additional Sculpture
4. Deck
5. Sculpture Walk
6. Sage and grassland
7. Stone Monoliths
8. Jesus Moroles Sculptures
9. Studio

10. Auto Court
11. South Court
12. Guesthouse
13. Woodland
14. Overlook
15. Stone GardenI louse;? Garden - MARCH 1998
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GARDENING IS AN ART, so who better tu set his hand to the 
soil than an artist? Painter Robert Dash has been creating, 
the sprawling, glorious Madoo Conservancy in Saga-^ 
ponack, New York, for years (and opens it to the public ^ 

two days a week from iVlay through September), I lis nona
genarian mother makes an annual pilgrimage for her 
birthdaV) tootling about in a wheelbarrow' of his design. 
Airs. Dasti leads the parade, follow et! by hgt rakish grand
son Michael, her son Robert (sporting a balinese wetiding 
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W. Garett Carlson’s 
garden for children has as 
many delightful surprises 

as the pages of an 
old-fashioned storybook

magical

I IN AN AGE THAT PROMOTES virtually cvcry personal 

5 pleasure except privacy and in which television images 

crowd the imaginations of the very young, it is a joy to dis- 

I cover a children’s garden that provides its young visitors with 

I a sanctuary and an aura of magic.

j Although the house opens out on spectacular views of 

; the Pacific Ocean, its garden is secluded and mysterious, 

devoted to the pleasure of four young daughters, ages three, 

four, six, and eight. It has often been suspected that there 

is a garden in each of us that makes its first appearance when 

we are very young and stays with us until we are very old.

Most of us can remember these places and the flights of 

fancy they inspired. A successful children’s garden should 

make this kind of impression on its small visitors, sparking 

their sense of wonder and adventure.

The sisters slip into their garden through a miniature ver

sion of the door used by Mary Lennox, Frances Hodgson 

Burnett’s young heroine in her much loved classic The Secret
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A topiary elephant delivering one of its 
impromptu showers, left. On a sunny 
afternoon the four sisters preside over 
a tea party on the patio of the playhouse, 
top. One of the dinosaur footprints buried 
along the path, above.

Garden. Once inside this space, the sisters walk along a 
serpentine path of stepping-stones that takes them past 
low-lying mists of blue forget-me-nots and clumps of shining 
gold sunflowers. White clouds of agapanthus and larkspur 
rise under the huge, saucerlike leaves of elephant’s ear {Aloca- 
sfd). The children scamper by a tiny rustic bench clothed in 
jasmine and potato vine, and then climb over a log placed 
across the path. I lere, the older ones can test their balanc
ing skills while the younger stop to rest. Then it’s on to a 
gauntlet of water spouts cleverly hidden in the topiary and 
statuary and triggered by stepping on certain stones known 
only to the sisters. Astonished friends squeal with surprise, 
and the girls howl with laughter as the trunk of a topiary 
elephant springs alive to spray the visitors.

A diminutive playhouse comes into view, surrounded by 
huge blue globes of hydrangeas and festooned with baskets of 
begonias and lobelias. Raspberry vines tumble down from 
hanging baskets above the playhouse’s patio. The window 
boxes are planted with mint, and the windows are thrown 
open to welcome guests to a playhouse and a patio that can 
accommodate a tea party—with or without the Mad I latter.

On the far side of the playhouse, an arbor dripping with 
grapes leads to a little vegetable garden. I lere, the girls can 
pick tomatoes, corn, zucchini, and lettuce. Before the 
youngsters leave their magical enclosure, they stroll through 
an orchard of dwarf citrus trees laden with succulent fruit. 
Another door in the stone wall behind these trees marks 
the transition from this grove of edible delights to the tire
some reality of schoolwork and bedtime.

Naturally, the size of things is an important factor 
when designing a garden for children. This one derives 
much of its whimsical impact from the decision of land
scape architect W. Garett Carlson to place it next to some 
of the oldest and tallest trees on the properly. The small 
scale of the garden is thus emphasized, and the trees also 
provide deep, cool shade punctuated by shafts of sunlight 
along the garden’s paths.

Grown-ups always wonder how to awaken a child’s imag
ination without being overbearing. A look behind the door 
of this sylvan world reminds us that there are precious few 
experiences that stimulate a child’s imagination as much as 
an unescorted visit to a secret garden. (•o
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The eldest child loves the garden because.
she says, ‘%we feel really far from home and
I can do my homework; It is so silent.” The
lour-year-old has other delights: “I like to play
with the sand and pretend I'm a dinosaur,
which is exactly what she is doing here. But
when it comes to preferences, she admits, “My
favorite part is that we have squirting plants.
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Serra Gardens, LA., CA. 310-456-1572. Nagel Nursery 
(!A. 310-457-9091. Environmental designer Dennis 
Stevens, (lA. 562-654-0425 Sattels, CA. 213-962-5565. 
Page 38, Mordigan's Nurseries. CA. 213-655-6027. Citv 
Studio. CA. 213-658-6354. KneedIcrRauchere, L.A., 
(A. 310-855-1313. AvaiL^le throuj^ architects and 
designers Randolph & Hein. LA., ('A. 310-855 1222. 
Schumacher 6c Cx>. 800-672-0068. I*age 40, Modem 
One. CA 213-651-5082. Modem laving. (A. 213-655- 
389S. Diamond Foam 6c Fabric, CA 213-931-8148. Ken- 
tile Operating Cximpany, 888-453-6845. J. F, C.hen.LA. 
(A. 213-655-6310. Available through arc hitexts and 
designers. Donf^iia. 8oo-donghia. Diva. (A. 310-278- 
3191. C.reation Baumann. NY. 516-766-7631. Wells 
Antiques. (A. 213-413-0558. .Modcmiea, CA. 213-933- 
0383 Page 42. Dialogica. (A. 213-951-1993 Heaven 
Scent, Page 44, Renny Inc. Dc:sigr For Entertaining. 
NYC- 112-2S8-7000. F^c 46, Simnn I’earcc, NY('.. 
212-421-8801, Asprey 800-883-2777. Tiffany 6c (!n. 
800-526-0649. ( jlvin Klein Home. 800-294-7978.

WILD DISCIPUNE Pages 126-133
landscape Design Associates, ME, 
207-288-2415,

GARDEN SUPPORT Pages 134-135
'led Bocmer Furniture. CA. 415-48"- 
oito. Alison Berger (lUsswsirits. (A.
213-655-7990. Todd Hase Fumirure Inc .
NY(L 212-334-3568. Parallel Design, NYC. 212-989- 
4959, IkincSinqilc Design, NYC.. 212-633-198". Krab 
1 design, (A. 310-470-3597 for consultation, 310-840- 
599" for a guide. 'TO.M.TiRoclney Allen Trke, NY(! 
718-237-9781 Cheryl R. Riley; Ri^t Ar^ Iksigns. 
CA. 415-386 "828. Abraxas.(A. 510-841-7767. Iron 
um, $68, Grass Roots Garden. NYC. 212-226-2662. 
Aluminum planter, $65, (LE I F . NYC. 2i2-43i--2"2.

GREEN HOUSE 
Pages 136-145

GREEN HOUSE Pages 136-143
Flowtr arrangements by LOlivicr Floral Atelier, NYC. 
212-774.76-6 Camille Cisarcui, NY. 718-875-3111 .All
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Gardens, Fonthill, NYr. jK-371-mi. Fireplace 
screen. S4$<j. I-'than Alien. 800-228 ■4229. Alabaster 
lamp. Si4"3 fora pair.Thetiarden Room. NY('. 
2I2-8~'J-ii79. I,amp shade. $3fo. I.e Decor Franvais, 
NYC. 212-734-0032. Black l>owl, $1,700, WedgwiRKl. 
800-677-78^. -Schumacher. 800-332-3384. Richard 
Mishaan. NYC. 212-263-3588 Available through archi- 
ttxts and designen. Hermes. 800-441-4486. Manud 
Canovas, 212-752-9588. Qnstan &T<>ut.N^C. 212-753- 
4488. Lynn CJusc Designs. 800-228-9909-

What Makes an 

Heirloom—A Contest

“When we turn our thoughts 
to bow our homes sboutd 
feelt we’re doing somedting 
our mothers and fathers did 
and their parents before 
them. We're acting on the 
desire to get home, 7b a 
haven, a place to protect 
ourselves and the ones we 
love. When we make a home, 
we honor Itfe and we honor 
its blessings.”

—DcMninlque Browning, Editor 
cuMfmtHo$ise & Garden

SEED PEARLS Pages 146-15$
All fabrics available through architects and 
designers Pages 148-149, Waverly. 800-423-5881. 
Clarence House, NYC. 212-732-2890. Schumacher. 
800-332-3384. Scalamandre, NYC. 212-980-3888. 
Stark, NYC. 212-752-9000.

THEIR OWN PRIVATE 
IDAHO Pages 1S6-161
Wlliant liters, Ijndscajx' 
Arvhiteti, C'A. 413-453-9325.

PAINTERLY PROCES
SION Pages 162-163
Umbrella. $195, Felissimo, 
NYC. Z12-247-5656. VUliitc 
Tunic, $120, Sara|o, NYCi. 
212-966-6136.

BOOKCASE 
Pages 66-68

An antique cbest of drawers that 
once belcmged in your grand- 
mother's home, an ele^nt lamp 
whose warm glow was the badtdkip 
for many a late-ni^t conversation, 
a painting above me fireplace that 
was the focus ci the room—these 
are the items that we cherish, these 
are our family heirlooms.

No one knows this better than 
H. A Pramburg — one of America’s 
leading lighting manufiicturers- 
For over 90 years, EYamburg has 
cast a wonderful glow on the items 
we value most and in doing so, 
has made these items all the more 
memorable.

House & Garden and Pnunburg 
invite you to share with us a 
description of something in your 
home that has become a fiunily 
heirloom. In thirty words or less, 
write us about your &raity helrlocMn— 
a treasured item that has grown In 
beauty and significance as it has 
passed from 
generation to 
generation. For 
participating, 
you be 
eligible to WIN 
a $1,000 g0 
certdtcate 
for Ore
H. A. Pramburg 
chandelier or 
tamp of your 
choice.

Include your name, address, and 
daytime telephone number, and 
send entry to:

House & Garden/R. A Frambiirg 
‘^What Mates an Heiriooin’'
Contest
Attn; Pamela Madden 
342 Madison Avenue 
New V9fk, NY 10017

All entries must be received by 
May 31,1998. No purchase necessary tt> 
win. Odds of winnbig depend on 
number of entries received. Winner will 
be chosen via random drawing. Vdue of 
prize: #1,000. %u must be a U.S. 
resident 18 years of age or older to 
enter. For a complete set of rules, write 
to HtMse & Garden at the above address.

SMALL ENCHANT
MENTS Pages 164-169
W. Garett ( jrlson (.and- 

scape Architect, CA. 3(0-838-7333. C.Urk 6c White. 
CA. 310-433-3766. Dresses, $30 to $100, Auntie 
Barbara's Kids, ('A. 310-276-2864. Footstool, table, 
and cliairs. Auntie Barbara's Aniitjues, CA. 310-283- 
0873. Straw hat, $13, Malina. CA. 5to-820-28o6.

Monet. Get Current.
Is your financial 
performance earning rave 
reviews? Cultivate your 
money. Cond^ Nast Cmreiicy,' 
a complimentary guide 
loaded with timely, practical 
financial advice, will sbou’ 
you bow to keep more 
what you earn, make more 
qf what you save, and 
plan wisefy to meet your 
goals. From online 
investing to Real Estate 
Financial Trusts,
Cond6 Nast Currency has 
news you can use. Look for 
it widr your April issue.
*Sovry, Condi Nast Cumney is availaUe to 
subscfMiefs only-

& ANOTHER THING Page 176
Tulips, (Lhelsea Wholesale Flower Market, 75 Ninth 
Avenue, NYf^ IOO16. 212-620-7500.

Photo Credits

Page 90, Past l*erfect; llou'ei’dankn. May 1931, 
courtesy of CNP Archives.

The preceding is a list of some of the products, 
manufacturers, distributors, retailers, and approximate Lst 

prices in this issue of Howe & GarJen While extreme care 
is taken to provide correct information. House erfainJen cannot guarantee information received from sources. All 
information shoukl be verified before ordering any item 
Antiques, one-of-a-kind pieces, discontinued items, and 
personal collectKms may not be priced, and some prKes 
have been excluded at the resjuest of the homeowners.

— PBODVCEI) BY LIE/EI. MV'NIZ

CONDENASTHOUSi: & GARDEN ISATRAI5F.- 
MARK OF ADVANCE MACiA/lNE PUBLISHERS, 
INC.. PUBLISHED THROU(5H{)UT ITS D1VI 
■SION.THE CONDE NASI PUBLICATIONS INC 
COPYRIGHT r 1998 BYT HE CONDE NAST PUB- 
I.K;aT10N,S INC. ali. rights reserved. 
C-onde Nast HOUSE 6t GARDEN tlSSN-ioS? 9528) is 
published monthly byThcCxsnde Nast PublK'ations Inc., 
350 MadiSMi Avenue, New Yuk, NY 10017. StevenT Moon, 
President 6c <‘hicf Executive (Jftircr; David U. U.hi'midlm, 
Treasurenjill I lendersotu Secrecary. Perxxlical postage paxl 
at New York. New York 10001 and at additional mailing 
ofTices. Authon7cdasSec(Mid-(3ass mailbythelYisl OtTice 
Depanmeni. Ottawa, and for payment of postage in cash. 
Canadian PuNicanon Mail Sales Product Agreement No. 
0978027. Canadian Goods and Services'lax Registration No. 
R12U428S3. Suhsenpdon: IniheUAandpossessiom, SiSibr 
one year, $34 for two years. In Canaila, $32 for one year 
including GST and HST where applicable. Elsewhere, $3'’ 
for one year, paiwhle in advance. Sin^e cof^: US $1-95; 
Canada $3.50. For suhscripiions, address changes, and ai^usl- 
ments. wnte to (onde Nast HOUSE 6c (iARDF.N, R(>. 
Box 3614;. Roukter, CO 80322-6145 Ei^t weeks arc required 
for vhai^ of address. Please give both new and oh! address.

printed on last label. SUBSCRIPI ION INQUIRIES; 
Pliaw mile in Cxinde Nast HOUSE 6c GARDEN. PO 
Box 3614s. Boulder, Colorado 80322-6145, nr call 1-800-234- 
1510. First copy of new suhtc npfion will he mailed within 
eight weeks after receipt of order Wilume i6t Number t 
PRI.VI KD INniF. LTsin ED STAY ES 
POST.MASTER; SEND ADDRESS CHANGES TO 
CONDE NAST HOUSE & GARDEN, P.O. BOX 
56145, BOUI.DKR, COI.ORADO 80318-6145.
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SHOP ITCTBUY IT
Catalog Collection

This catalog section was created so you can shop anytime, anywhere — even in the comfort
ot your own home. We hope you enjoy these pages.

Ill RGDORI
(j(f)l)M\\

b
I W HI HI U Up I
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Bergdorf Goodman
Alden Lee Company BombayW*lcocn« to tti« inviting world of Bargdorl

Goodmon OiKOvor th« vory b«sl in clotKirtg,Fine Music Furniture Cxdusivo IrodiNonal and clauic home fernithmg,occeuorie,, lewelry. ond footweor from the leotl
designed for today's lifestyfe Find Fvrnitiire cohac-Noteworthy furnitvrel Elegant Regency or Oueen •xcfusrre designer coHeehens for men ond women 1*0rvs for the kvmg room, dining room, bedroom, ondAnne hardwood music stands, sheet musk cabinets Enfoy the mth ond wit of our Decorotive Home
home offke, ptes coordmoting accessories, prints,>th drop down fronts, desktop stands ond shops, with selections ol the most exquiwse china, tihmore

Cherry, oeli, ond ebony finishes FfM ttll ttlafl|. lamps, ond mirrors Top-gvolity croftsmonship at¥41, and gifts imoginoble AR Mfft flir Rf 
ItiRnA $12. affordable prices CftllHi $lCMI IM-32I-&200. OhI RfitS.

6.

I
Country Curtains

Crate & BarrelBEFORE YOU CONSIDER CUSTOM CONSIDER
COUNTRY CURTAINS! Hundreds of stylet arsdtab- The Crote and Barrel CoUlogue offers o unique eoh
ncs to choose from More lengths ond widths tho lection of corrlcmporoiy toblewore, culinary equip-
yOu'U Find olmosi anywhere, oil reody rnode and meni, home furnishings, ond Chooseoccessoriesconvenienity ovolloblc by moil phone beautifully designed items lot yevr own home or theor

'onderMly offordoble decorotmg tolulioni. Hnn
I B0(f47l^2). Dtit ISM. fir i Im 72-Mt leltr ciMh

perfect gift III fiiN StfllfFT Mkll N Ht| M Ufttf I fM
ki ikiH. INi Mil lift li Ikt il.S.I $2

Rattan Furniture
From spectacvlor sets to the hord-tohnd specialty
items, al front Americo't oldest ond lorgesl wkker
and rattan importer. Widest selection, highest quol-
ity, ond guaranteed lowest prices Fron’t ships
notionwid# M» MfH* cliir citll«|. $2 KnEili# h
irltrl. lse-631 BU itk fir Nil IIS3I
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12.10.

Golden Valley Lighting Horchow Collection
Sava vp io 50% on hundradi ol baaulifuity 
doiignad quatily lighting (i>hira> and lompt iron 
Amarko'i oldoit and torgost maihordar hghnng 
compony. Sowing sotiifitd cuttomorj since 1926.
Oflif nr innt uWt cililii SI Irduliklil.
Wik: «in.|ill|kl.»n

The best the world hos to ofier We bring you the 
Freshest ideot in furnishings, cdlecllbles, dinner- 
wore. linens, and fashion. oN ei a wide selection of 
styles to suit your lostes. Ok |ur UkttTlpMl fM k
ifllkikit ImrS rMr tim Hrcktsi. SS.SI il.l.. SKI

14.13. 15.

Korth & Company
Horchow Home

Vour world never looked better Distinctive, quality 
furniture, rugs. toMewore, art obiects, decorative 
•deos, all die things ihot moke o house o home ore 
delivered right to your door SlHIir nklirlltlll Im
ll HSHcikk livirk »Hf HrtI M'tkiH SS.50 U.S.. SID
Ftr^i.

Horchow Linen
Impeccobla quahly, style and vokie with on empho- 
sis on kiuxy. Discover a wide selection of fine 
knens, decorative occessocies. towels, toilelries, 
special lurniture accents ond more. Dili |nr nk-
tulHWB IH ll Hplinkli Itnrk nir Krtt pirckiii. SB.SO
M.. SM rirMH

A virtwsi feast of elegant shopes ond timeless deco
rative molds, our A8 poge color cotolog feolvres 
over 200 heirloom-quoitty antique replkot Eoch of 
our custom-hnished, sohd mahogony replicos are 
handmade m Oueen Anna. Chippendoie, louts XV. 
and Federal styles. Clllill SU) U S. SIS Firil|ll.

17.

m
Lightolier

Lindal Cedar Homes
Thinking obout a custom honiek Every Lindal home 
is a custom creotion corefuHy crofted to Fit your 
needs ond dteoms. ?l tUrl fllHlM |HI friti kiM. 
ah l«r I liH liliratOM |Kt(l IDS-42S-0SS6, BHt-

Discover eirpert tips ond sirotegies on lighting your 
home by orderirtg lighloliet's Home lighNng KrI feo- 
turlng two Designing wi/Fi (ighi videos, 
Application Guide, and companion catalog
DtH SDO Slk-5113. SIS ID

Its

K r>
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20.19.
*

The Black DogRaymond Enkeboll Out Blacli E>og spring catolog calabreMt Monho’t 
ViMyord arti rka *pup* in aN ol us For humqni and 
canines, we oFfer Iresh-baked goods, toys, orvd 
treats. For the whole loesdy, ^toose Block Dog com* 
lort wear • the best in U S -mode quohty clothing IF 
yon eon‘1 come to Mortho's Vineyard, let us faring o 

bitoFittDyonrmoilbex. Cllll»IH2B-t«n FU(.

Architectural Woodcorvings crofted by loymond 
Enkebott Designs 01996. Catalog showcases over 
500 Hems, including copHoFs. corbels, moldings, 
onlays, stair ports, panels, etc. iFVll iMld OlrtH.
121 ttisdii Msr itniM $M. Cwerleiibn Widm 
n*MM. ti»-S12 UM.

22.
IT...

sv

INI

Wicker Warehouse
BeoutiM wicker ond rottan FvmHure For Indoors and
outdoorsi Plus our own hand-picked imports For 
bedrooms, bathrooms, and children's furniture 
Teok, wrought iron, ond ohiminum obo. iU ittvl it
Mr krM< MW I2Hb|« nlv hUM|. SiMM.rKiinU
0t4tL HMH^USI

IF reply card is missing, simply fill out the bnn below, total all charges for 
applicable items, ond send it to: Clili Niit Mmi 4 GiriH, P.0, lu 10234, 
Riicrtii. NJ 08076-0234.

Send check or money order payable to ClHi Nisi Him 4 6irlll. Please 
odd $1.50 service charge. We'll forward your request to the partici
pating companies. They will send their catalog directly to you.

Q 1. Aider) Lee Company 
U 2. Bergdorf Goodman 
Q 3. Bombay
□ 4 EkorsKeim's
□ 5. Country Curtoins
□ 6. Crate & Borrel
□ 7. Dobon Poviiiont, Irtc. 
ij 8. Deck House

Free □ 9. Fran's Wicker & ttcittan $2
□ 10. Golden Volley Li^ng $1
□ 11. Gump'sbyMoil
□ 12. Horchow Coltecfion
□ 13. HorchowFtome 
y 14 Horchow linen
□ 15. Korth & Compony
□ 16. LightoKer

□ 17. Lsidal Cedar Homes Free
□ 16. Neiman Marcus 
(J 19a. Koymond Enkeboll
□ 19b. Roynvsnd Enkebol
□ 19c. Raymond Enkebol
□ 20. TheBlockOog
□ 21. The Sharper tmoge
□ 22. Wicker Warehouse

$12 U S. $6.50,Fael^$>5 
Catolog $20 
Bnder,$30 
Brochure, Free

$1 $5
Free
Free

U S-S55Q FoeigtSK) 
U S. $550 Foreign $>0 
U.S.$S5Qfbreign$K) 
US $IQFor«i9r)$15 
$1390

$2 Free
Free
$20

Free
$6

Enclosed is $
[Send check or money order poyoble to Clide Nilt HiBII 4 Nirdiel 

MiiHif Addrnt:

Nome

for the priced Hems, plus $ 1.50 for postage & hondlirig. Tolol $_

Address

City. Stale Zip.



pricklyformal
(iontinueJfrom page io_\) favorite strong, 
simple shapes. Antique urns arc set on 
newly made plinths that they age with 
buttermilk. Stone stars are favorites; 
according to Sills, these stars bring 
benevolent spirits into the garden. I low 
many more kind spirits will come with 
the sweet-gum leaves, those yellow stars 
that drift down in early autumn from 
the tree outside a sitting-rtK>m window?

'Ib explore the rest of High and Low 
Farm, I luniford whizzes up hill and 
down dale in a nifty little green farm 
vehicle with rot)m for a passenger. Noth
ing runs like a Deere—except the live 
deer, who are ubiquitous in this part of 
New Yf)rk State.

I'or these two accomplished designers. 
High and Low Farm represents their 
first major adventure in making a gar
den. They pluck garden b(K)ks—French, 
American, the classics and the avant- 
garde—from ceiling-high bookcases in 
their library anti from orderly stacks 
that cover shelves, a table, and even the 
floor in 1 luniford’s study. They point to 
schemes they like, to details that appeal. 
But their own garden makes obvious 
what they consider e.ssential: Arm struc
ture, a tlirect relationship to the house, 
well-defined edges, and the pruning 
away of all excess. And don’t forget all 
those favorite plants that are encour
aged to show off their star qualities. The 
re.sult is a captivating tension between 
architecture and planting, the classical 
idiom and modernism.

'Fhe garden ltM)ks finished, but appar
ently it isn’t. From the French d(X)rs in the 
library, I [uniford lix>ks beyond the grass 
terrace to a descending slope and the hills 
in the west, lltcrc is to be a pool where the 
land levels out, but it’s still in the “design 
development” stage. A circle, states Sills. 
Yes, says his partner, but how about two 
.semicircles, one higher than the other, 
with water falling into the lower? 11mm, 
that might be (|uite wonderful. Dccisitms 
take time. Perhaps sometlay you might 
even find a crisp /-igzag border of plants, 
inspired by the one in the Vicomte de 
Noaillcs’s 1927 modernist garden on the 
French Riviera. Anything seems possible 
at I ligh and D)w Farm,

(continued from page in) (soft pink.
lavender, orange), brittlebush, desert 
milkweed, desert lavender, pink and 
red penstemons, woolly butterfly bush 
(orange and silver liuJJleia), Arizona 
yellow bells (Tecomu stuns)-, all of these 
plants boast natural desert colors the 
Binnses had wanted to play oft one 
another in what (’onnie Binns calls
“this very special Oriental rug." 'lb 
make the repaired desert authentic, the 
gardeners had to resist the impulse to 
crowd it, to fill in the blanks —they had 
to respect the Sonoran’s natural plant 
spacing. “'Fhe desert at this altitude is 
not lu.sh," Jim Binns remarks. “You’d 
find greasewood. And you’d find some 
saguaros. Anti a lot of empty spaces.”

T hough Icn Eyck prefers her desert 
lawnicss, the Binnses have kept a patch 
of double lawn —alternating winter rye 
and Bermuda grass—between house 
and }>ool.'Fhey think of it in the English 
sense, as a beautiful, manicured walk
way. 'Fhcir other parallelogram of green, 
a deregulated roque ct)urt, t|ualifies as a 
de.serl folly—along with Connie’s 
desert-dwarfed herb parterre, on the 
east side of the house.

In the course of redoing their garden 
for the desert life, the Binnses found 
somet)ne with the acute sensibility 
needed to reestablish the desert: Osar 
Mazier, an engineer in agronomy and 
the head of horticulture at the Desert 
Botanical (iarden, where ('onnie Binns 
is on the board. Mazier trimmed, made 
cuttings, and assigned the baby cacti to 
“nurse plants”—creosote, mesquite, 
ironwood—elsewhere on the property. 
Once a month, custom-built sprinklers 
on stilts water the cactus garden. “Rain 
is something beautiful for a plant,” 
Mazier says. “Why not give it a drink of 
water? We’re not talking about mimick
ing the desert.”

1'hree years ago, the Binnses’ desert 
garden went to the Smithsonian — 
figuratively speaking. It can be brought 
to the computer screen on the insti
tution’s Archives of American Gar
dens. With the garden back to its 
desert right, wildlife—lizards, coyotes, 
foxes, quail, rabbits, roadrunners, hum
mingbirds—have come home, too. 
Fogether, plants, animals, and the 
Binnses inhabit nothing less than a 
mini-de.scrt solitaire.
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ther thing...
march winds 

blow...
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a

Clean centuries of 

grime out of your heavily carved bathroom standardAnd so does a that works

wonders in other areas of the house—the blow-dryer.

furniture. Cool setting 

please...gold melts. Open those typically tight

flowersstore-bought for that lush

Lift candle wax from great-great-great 

grandmother’s

just-from-the-garden look.

georgian silver candelabra.

Just point the warm air and blot 

the melting menace with paper towels.

Spot-dry upholstery
after removing a stain.

Get rid of those irritating wrinkles

window sheers.in

Spritz with water and take aim.

Dash dust off your

hou sepia nts. 
flokariFluff your

You can even use it

to dry your


